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CDQ editorial
Michael J. Albers
Managing Editor: Communication Design Quarterly

albersm@ecu.edu

Welcome to Communication Design Quarterly issue 3.3.
Be sure to read the Chair Notes, where Liza Potts (the SIGDOC
chair) provides details about the SIGDOC conference and what to
expect when you get to Ireland.
This issue contains the proceedings of the 4th Annual Symposium
on Communicating Complex Information (SCCI) that was held at
East Carolina University on February 23 and 24. We had a minor
snow storm that cancelled people’s flights home, but other than
that the symposium was a great success. For details about next
year, see http://workshop.design4complexity.com/SCCI‐home.php
The eight articles cover a range of topics all related to the issue of
how to communicate complex information and the inherently
complex nature of the communication task itself.
There is also a column by Kirk St. Amant which looks at creating
health content for international audiences. This is a follow up to his
commentary in the last issue of CDQ.
Hope you enjoy this issue and thanks for reading Communication
Design Quarterly.
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Notes from the Chair
Liza Potts
SIGDOC chair
lpotts@msu.edu

Conference Updates!
This month’s Chair notes will share more details about our
upcoming conference in Limerick. You’ve just submitted your
papers, and our program committee will get feedback to you soon.

Banquet
This year’s banquet will be a Traditional Irish Night Banquet at
Dolan’s in Limerick. Our banquet will include a three‐course meal,
traditional Irish music, and Irish dance instruction for anyone
interested. The food and performance is appropriate for audiences
of all ages. The registration includes the cost of the banquet for each
attendee; extra tickets can be purchased when you register for the
conference. Check out this video to learn about the Dolan’s
experience: https://youtu.be/JRxqnbArmkU. Sláinte!

Workshop on User Experience and Social Justice
I am pleased to announce that Douglas Walls and Danielle
Ridenour will be leading our workshop session. This year’s
workshop is focused on the important and timely topic of user
experience and social justice. Here’s what Doug told us about his
workshop:
“As communication and information design move toward social
justice issues, articulating the problem spaces of social justice work
becomes key for sustained disciplinary growth. In an attempt to
articulate these issues for designers of communication and
information interested in social justice issues, this audience‐
involved workshop will engage in affinity mapping protocol.
Affinity diagramming is a useful tool to finding the relationships
between ideas and making sense of large and diverse concerns.
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Workshop members will walk away with a better sense of problem
articulation for social justice and UX work.”
You can sign up for this fantastic opportunity when registering for
the conference. We’ll see you there!

Ignite Talks
Ignite Talks will be featured again this year. We plan on spreading
them out throughout the day. That will help us keep the dynamic,
awesome energy of these talks fueling us throughout the day. This
year’s ignite speakers include rising early career scholars and
established experts. Check out our website for details.

Research Network
The research network at SIGDOC 2015 will host roundtable
discussions allowing conference participants a chance to share their
research‐in‐progress in a supportive setting with colleagues from
academia and industry who share their similar interests. The
network will take place from 9 am to noon on July 16, 2015 during
the first day of the conference in Limerick, Ireland. We invite
proposals to discuss research at any stage of completion—from
conceptualization to publication—and the network is open to all
registered conference participants.
The research network can help scholars plan their next research
project, provide insight on methods and strategies, work through
stalled projects, envision avenues for publication, and network
with other researchers in the interdisciplinary fields that comprise
communication design. The call for proposals will be posted soon,
and proposals will be due June 1. Participants will be grouped into
discussion roundtables just prior to the network session in July.

Family-Friendly Conference
Welcome to our family‐friendly conference! I will be bringing my
daughter, and I encourage you to enjoy an extended holiday with
your family in Ireland. We have sought out venues, events, and
lodging that would accommodate and welcome our families. Please
take a look at this page for more details:
http://sigdoc.acm.org/conference/2015/family‐friendly‐conference/.
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Schedule
The schedule is live on our conference website, and the program
will be released soon:
http://sigdoc.acm.org/conference/2015/attending‐sigdoc‐2015/. Note
that the conference begins on the evening of 15 July with a happy
hour at one of the conference hotels. We will wrap up by 5pm on 17
July.
The number of volunteers we have working on our conference this
year and the number of you who have submitted papers are off the
charts. Thank you for making what will be a fantastic SIGDOC
2015.
We are looking forward to seeing you in Limerick this July! If you
have any questions, ideas, or concerns, please feel free to follow up
with Kathie Gossett <kgossett@iastate.edu> (our Conference Chair),
Dawn Armfield <dmarmfield@frostburg.edu> (our Program Chair),
or Stephanie Vie <Stephanie.Vie@ucf.edu> (our Student Research
Competition Chair) , Claire Lauer (our Research Network Chair), or
any of us on your board.
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Aspects of Access: Considerations
for Creating Health and Medical
Content for International
Audiences
Kirk St.Amant
East Carolina University
kirk.stamant@gmail.com

Increasingly, health and medical communication involves a global
perspective. This perspective now includes coordinating
international efforts ranging from treating globally dispersed
patients to containing infectious diseases. In many cases, the focus
of such information is instructional—content that tells individuals
how to perform certain health‐or medical‐related processes. In
such situations, usability is essential to success. That is, individuals
must be able to use instructional materials as intended to achieve a
particular purpose or objective. Communication designers
therefore need to identify approaches that can facilitate the
usability of health and medical content in a range of international
settings.
Organizations regularly employ translation and localization to
adapt instructional content for users from different cultures. This
approach, however, is often based on a problematic assumption:
that a given process can be performed the same way in different
international contexts. What if this situation is not the case?
In some instances, health and medical instructions might not mirror
the setting in which international users find themselves. In other
situations, the content does not need to be adapted; it needs to be
completely revised to reflect the realities of certain locales. In many
cases, the central factor to consider is access. It comes down to one
central question: Do the individuals in a given region have access
to the materials needed to perform a particular health or medical
process effectively – if at all? Understanding this factor is essential
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to creating effective instructional materials for diverse global
contexts. This entry examines aspects of access communication
designers need to consider when creating instructional content for
users in different international settings.

Access Assumptions
Communication designers often create instructional materials
based on the assumption users will have access to certain materials
of operation – items needed to perform a particular process. These
access assumptions can lead designers to develop instructions that
are not usable to certain audiences due to limited access to required
materials. For example, instructions on using an Ambu
bag/ventilator bag to ventilate patients who are not breathing is
based on the assumption users have access to such a device to use it
in this way. Moreover, when it comes to health and medical
topics, the nature of this problem can be varied in scope and scale.
In some cases, non‐available items might be foundational materials
needed to operate a certain health or medical technology. Access to
a generator and the fuel to power it, for example, is foundational to
using electrically powered health or medical device. If access to
such materials is lacking in a region, providing instructions on how
to use such a technology becomes a moot point – as in the limited
use of modular Ebola‐isolation units in parts of West Africa
(Ebola’s low‐down on high tech, 2015).
In other cases, these access assumptions could involve materials of
care – those items needed to perform a particular health‐ or
medical‐related process. Again, such factors affect how usable
instructional content might be in relation to achieving a particular
objective. The assumption that individuals have ready access to an
ample supply of disposable surgical gloves, for example, can be
central to instructions that explain how to probe infected areas on a
patient. (The objective = to perform a diagnostic process in a way
that limits the spread of an infectious agent.) But what if
individuals don’t have access to ample supplies of such materials?
What if access is limited so individuals need to repeatedly use a
single pair of gloves to perform the same diagnostic on different
persons? What if no gloves are available at all? In these cases, lack

8
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of access to needed materials could undermine the very objective of
the instructions and actually spread an infectious agent.
In other instances, instructions might contain images of items not
readily accessible in a region. Individuals in that regions might,
however, have access to parallel materials that perform the same
function equally well. Yet, because these individuals see a different
material of care being used, they assume the parallel items they
have are not as good or effective. As a result, certain audiences
might be unwilling to perform a process with the materials
available to them. In some regions, for example, caregivers have
expressed resistance to using more affordable surgical masks vs.
more expensive positive‐air‐pressure respirators when working
with infected individuals (Ebola’s low‐won, 2015; Martin‐Moreno,
Llinás, & Martínez Hernández, 2014). While both items are
effective at addressing the same objective (i.e., reducing exposure to
airborne infectious agents), perceptions in this case have affected
use of certain materials – and the performance of related processes.
To avoid such situations, communication designers need to re‐
think how they create instructional content in terms of the materials
available to users in different international settings. Doing so
involves understanding the realities of access under which
individuals in different regions of the world might be working.
Such understanding can then facilitate usability through the
creation of materials that better reflect local contexts.

Realities of Access and Contextualized Design
Access assumptions become problematic when what is easily
accessible in one local context is assumed to be equally accessible in
most or all settings around the world. When communication
designers use such assumptions as the foundation for creating
instructional materials for conveying health or medical content,
problems – as noted – can quickly arise. The issue is that such
practices overlook the realties of access in other regions. (Realties of
access refers to the access individuals in certain regions actually
have to particular materials.) The results can be instructional
materials of limited value, as they cannot be used effectively – if at
all – in certain international settings. Thus, communication
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designers to be aware of the realities of access facing certain
international audiences if they wish to create instructional content
those individuals can use.
The solution involves contextualized design – creating content that
acknowledges the realties of access for certain international users.
The idea is to avoid design based on access assumptions and
develop health and medical content according the realities of access
for users in different regions. To do so, communication designers
need to begin the process of developing health and medical content
by asking a series of questions:


Question 1: Where (in what context) are my intended
international users located?



Question 2: What health‐ or medical‐related objective(s) do I
want individuals in those contexts to achieve?



Question 3: What process do I expect users in those contexts to
perform in order to achieve this objective?



Question 4: What materials of operation do I (the content
developer) consider essential to performing this process
effectively?



Question 5: Do the members of my intended audience(s) have
ready access to these same materials of operations in their local
context(s)?

If the answer to Question 5 is “yes,” then chances are the designer
does not need to create new or alternative instructional content.
However, if the answer to Question 5 is “no,” then communication
designers need to ask two follow‐up questions:


Question A: To what materials do the members of the intended
international audiences have ready access?



Question B: What alternative processes can individuals in these
contexts perform to achieve the same health‐ or medical‐related
objective(s) with these accessible materials?

This process allows communication designers to gain a better
understanding of how access assumptions might affect usability in
different international settings. Communication designers can then
us this understanding to guide the research and content

10
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development activities needed to create more usable health and
medical materials for audiences in different regions.

Final Thoughts
In global contexts, coordinated healthcare efforts often require
individuals in different regions to perform various processes
associated with achieving an overall objective. To do so,
participants must have access to usable materials that allow them
to achieve such objectives. Communication designers, in turn, need
to recognize how access assumptions and realities of access can
affect usability in different international contexts. By taking a
contextualized design approach, communication designers can
develop instructional content that can better address local
conditions.
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Evaluating The Relevance of eBooks to Corporate
Communication
Rebecca Walton

David Hailey

Utah State University

Utah State University

rebecca.walton@usu.edu

david.hailey@usu.edu

ABSTRACT
Once one realizes that eBook formats (and particularly the EPUB3.0
format) are portable websites that can be carried on virtually any
digital reading device, it should be self-evident that in the future
eBooks may play an important role in corporate communications.
This is especially true if one considers that eBooks solve important
problems such as website passivity (websites are only useful when
readers actually come to the site). Rather than wait for readers
to come to them, corporations can send the websites to their
readers (e.g., marketing, training updates, contact information,
documentation). This may become especially true of the new IPUB3
format. Because e-reader devices have become so ubiquitous and
because most new devices can read most formats, corporations can
count on their audiences being able to access the content.
This paper examines many of the positives and negatives that
eBooks in general and the EPUB format in particular might bring
to corporate communication. In the end, corporations will almost
certainly adopt some eBook technologies. The questions become
which ones, for what uses, and how? This paper addresses these
questions.

devices such as the Amazon Kindle, but e-readers are not the only,
or even the most common, devices that people use to read eBooks.
Of Pew survey respondents who had read an eBook within the
past 12 months, 42 percent had read an eBook on their computer,
41 percent on a dedicated e-reader device, 29 percent on a smart
phone, and 23 percent on a tablet computer (like the Apple iPad)
(Rainie, 2012).
Electronic books have been generating attention for their usage
in educational settings for over a decade (e.g., Blumenstyk, 2001;
Laster, 2010; Wieder, 2011; Young, 2009, 2010, 2011). In The
Chronicle of Higher Education, J. R. Young has reported on a
number of electronic textbook access models that U.S. universities
have tested (2009, 2010, 2011): for example, having students pay
a flat fee per course to access electronic textbooks online, offering
eBook downloads for additional costs, and enabling students to
purchase electronic readings chapter by chapter, much like music
is now frequently purchased online by song as well as by album.
eBooks are also becoming more widespread in K-12 school
libraries, with almost half (44 percent) of school libraries in the
U.S. offering eBooks in 2011, according to a study in the School
Library Journal and Library Journal (Whelan, 2011).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 Information Systems: General

General Terms
Documentation, performance, design

Keywords
Ebooks, product documentation, product support, marketing support, marketing documents, IPUB, epub epub3, portable websites

INTRODUCTION
Electronic books, or eBooks, are becoming increasingly popular
for pleasure and educational reading. According to a Pew Research
Center Survey (Rainie, 2012, p.11), on a typical day in late 2011,
there were four times as many people reading eBooks than in 2009–
a span of just two years. The number of people reading eBooks
spiked after record numbers of holiday purchases of e-reader
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page.
Symposium on Communicating Complex Information, February 23–24,
2015, Greenville NC, USA.
Copyright 2015 by the author.

MISSING ROLE FOR EBOOKS IN
INDUSTRY
Few appear to have considered the eBooks’ relevance to professional
communication documents such as manuals, corporate legacy
records, training materials, contact information, ethical guidelines,
and corporate style guides. Influential technical communication
bloggers like Tom Johnson (“I’d Rather Be Writing,” blog) and
Scott Abel (“The Content Wrangler” blog) occasionally write
about eBooks: for example to tout upcoming webinars for learning
how to produce eBooks (Abel, 2011; Johnson, 2012) or to contrast
the outdated book publishing model with flourishing eBook sales
(Abel, 2012). But even among influential technical communicators,
eBooks are rarely analyzed in detail for their relevance to specific
types of corporate communication, although eBook publications
offer a unique combination of document features that make them
suitable for a range of professional communication uses. In an
effort to fill that gap, this paper explores the potential value of
eBook publications for professional communication documents in
industry contexts.
The vast majority of industry e-publications today are either PDFs
or websites. While both of these publication types make excellent

tools for professional documents, they represent only two options.
eBooks offer another publication format, with an important strength:
they allow text to reflow and adjust to any screen size, offering
a significant advantage in scenarios where a variety of different
devices may be used to view a document. The two most common
eBook formats are MOBI (proprietary format for Kindle devices)
and EPUB (open format readable by all other e-reader hardware,
including computers and tablets such as the iPad, Kindle Fire,
Microsoft Surface). In January 2012, Apple launched a third eBook
format, the proprietary iBook format with the file extension .IBA.
The iBook format is a modification of EPUB that allows greater
interactivity and multimedia to be incorporated into eBooks.
From a technical standpoint, eBooks are little more than zip files
containing websites. If you convert an .EPUB file extension to .ZIP
and double-click the file, you will see a collection of HTML, XML,
and CSS files and a folder of images (if the book has images).
Because many professional writers already work with HTML,
XML, and CSS, this means that they (and their corporate employers/
clients) already have the skills necessary for e-publication.

EBOOK RESEARCH AND BACKGROUND
Themes in scholarly research on eBooks include the usability of
devices displaying eBooks (Marshall & Ruotolo, 2002; Morris,
Brush, & Meyers, 2007), eBooks and e-readers in academic
contexts (Shiratuddin, Landoni, Gibb, & Hassan, 2003; Thayer
et al., 2011; Wilson, 2003; Wilson & Landoni, 2001; Wilson,
Landoni, & Gibb, 2002b), and eBook design and production
considerations (Crestani, Landoni, & Melucci, 2006; Landoni
& Gibb, 2000; Wilson, 2002; Wilson, Landoni, & Gibb, 2002a).
Much of this literature focuses on eBooks used for information
access (such as textbooks and encyclopedias) rather than books
read serially (such as novels). This focus on information access is
relevant to professional documentation such as style guides and
policy manuals, but few scholars have explored the relevance
of eBooks to the larger issue of corporate communication
design. The rare publications focusing on knowledge workers in
industry contexts unnecessarily link the features and capabilities
of specific e-reader devices to the use of eBooks (Golovchinsky,
2008). However, coupling the features of eBooks and specific
e-reader hardware is not always necessary or helpful because
any one eBook can be read on virtually any mobile device.
A commonly expressed truism is that no eBook format is
universally accessible on all devices. This, however, turns out
not to be as true as many think. The new Kindle Fire uses a
Droid operating system and can read EPUB, EPUB3, and MOBI
formats equally well. In fact, all Droid and Windows operating
systems are able to read the EPUB formats, as is the Nook
(the Barnes and Noble e-reader, which uses its own operating
system). Apart from the older and obsolete Kindles and Nooks,
the EPUB and EPUB3 formats are quickly becoming universally
accessible.
Apple has recently become the only clog in the gears. Recently,
however, Apple introduced a proprietary eBook format based on
EPUB but not compatible with it and inaccessible to e-readers
except Apple’s iPad. In short, in the future only Apple products
will read Apple’s new iBook format. From the point of view
of corporate documentation, this reduces the value of Apple’s
format because if a corporation needs to offer broad access to
content and only a limited audience can access that content, it is
Communication Design Quarterly 3.3 May 2015

not much use to the company.
The value that the Apple format introduces is extreme interactivity
and the ability to incorporate rich media such as video,
animation, and audio. This might normally make the Apple
protocol especially valuable, but EPUB3 has been released,
and it also makes video, animation, and audio available to
everything, including the iPad, although the iPad is unable to
run Flash files.
To deal with compatibility issues, corporations have a couple
of choices, and the choices depend on their audiences. If their
audiences are broad with unpredictable devices, corporations
can develop using a universal format – EPUB or EPUB3. For
example, a company might send its customers copies of its new
product descriptions in EPUB3 format.
If the audience is limited, however, (e.g., a cadre of executives
within the corporation), then the company can mandate a specific
e-reader or group of e-readers. For example, because Apple’s
iBook format is currently easier to produce than EPUB3, a
company might select the Apple protocol for corporate contact
information and require everyone to use iPhones. Then an
employee with little or no Web design experience could still
maintain the list.

RESEARCH STUDY
At Utah State University, our online master’s program in
technical communication is designed specifically for working
professional writers. Although we occasionally matriculate
someone who is hoping to become a professional writer and
is freelancing or working in a technical field (e.g., geology),
the vast majority of our students have years (and sometimes
decades) of professional communication experience. For
example, our graduate students work full time as editors, lead
writers, communications directors, content managers, landing
page optimizers, and documentation specialists; interestingly,
one student writes technical articles about music. Our students
work in scientific research laboratories, city government, the
military, insurance, and other industries. In essence, if we ask a
student a question, a professional writer replies. The professional
experience of graduate students in our online program makes
them valuable sounding boards for researchers examining how
eBooks might be used in the corporate workplace in the future.
To explore the relevance of eBooks to professional
communication, the program’s spring 2012 online graduate
course “Studies in Digital Media” focused on eBook publications
in a corporate communications system. Early coursework
involved taking apart existing eBooks to discover how they are
produced. This activity permitted students to discover that the
skills required to design and produce eBooks are relevant to
many technical communication skills they already possess, such
as structuring web texts using HTML, styling web texts using
CSS, and facilitating single sourcing using XML.
Throughout the semester, students used an online discussion
board to talk about what they were discovering, often relating
it to their own professional life and reflecting on whether and
how eBook publications could be more or less useful than other
formats in conveying professional communication. In total, the
class produced 2,818 discussion board postings, with 660 posted
by the instructor. In short, there were 2,158 postings by twenty13

five professional communicators addressing the potential for
using eBooks in corporate communication.

way, sales reps wouldn’t have to rely on Internet access and
could use the demos in any setting or location.

To inform this paper, we analyzed the discussion thread from the
final required discussion prompt. This discussion thread contained
209 postings, roughly 7.5 percent of the postings produced over the
whole semester. This discussion thread was selected for analysis
because it (1) was a required (rather than optional) discussion prompt
and therefore included multiple postings from every professional
communicator in the class, because it (2) focused explicitly on
exploring whether and how eBook publications were relevant to
the participants’ professional environments, and because it (3)
occurred near the end of the semester after the participants had spent
months engaging with eBooks from a professional communication
perspective and had a good understanding of eBook strengths and
weaknesses.

I believe eBooks could be a tremendous tool for reaching out
to our audience… because they can download it and pack it
with them on the go, regardless of the condition or availability
of the Internet wherever they may be.

Discussion postings were initiated by the following prompt,
“You now have a sense of what you can do with eBooks. What
I want to do is come up with a comprehensive list of corporate
communications and how they might best be handled: HTML,
EPUB, MOBI, PDF or other.” Our thematic analysis of the content
involved iteratively reviewing the discussion thread for repeated
patterns of meaning, or themes, related to eBooks’ relevance to
professional communication. Three themes emerged: strengths
of eBook publications, weaknesses or drawbacks of eBook
publications, and specific examples of how eBook publications
could be used to facilitate professional communication.

The company I work for sends out marketing materials to
thousands of people every year. It took a long time but they
finally made the information available online; however, it’s
only in PDF format and the files are so big it takes more than a
few seconds to download. I was thinking that maybe having it
available as an eBook would be a much better option.

FINDINGS
Findings are presented below, organized by theme.

Strengths of eBooks
Participants identified several strengths of eBooks relevant to
corporate documentation. For example, because content reflows
to suit any small-screen device, employees or customers
referencing documentation could view it with devices they
already carry, such as smart phones. According to these writers,
consolidation and ease of transport were promising benefits in
a variety of workplace settings. Comments speculating how
eBooks could improve corporate communication follow:
I’ve been seeing a lot more people toting e-readers in place
of their usual books, manuals, notebooks, and notes. Given
the opportunity to avoid printing something out to take to a
meeting, I’ll put it on a mobile device every time.
Our agency does a lot of photo and video shoots, and I
know it’d be helpful to have all the temporary paperwork
in eBook form, such as production schedules, shot lists,
contact info, scripts, storyboards, etc. Right now, everyone
uses their laptops, but some of the locations and shooting
situations make consulting a laptop really awkward or
impossible. Consider trying to look something up on a
laptop while you’re following the director as she walks the
actor through a long dolly shot. Or you’re out on remote
construction site in Minnesota and the actor keeps needing
you to prompt him with lines. So much easier to use an
eBook.
Last year, we created these online demos, which were
basically the brochures in interactive, digital form... I think
the demos would be great in eBook format as well. That
14

I can think of many people, myself included, who would
love to be able to carry around these thousands of pages of
specifications on an iPad instead of a heavy laptop or, god
forbid, paper.
Since programs like Sigil accept HTML, I’m sure it could
easily be worked into the repository that we have for single
sourcing and build books that way, using the XML files
already in place.

eBooks can also be more inviting to use than single-media
documents because they can offer interactivity and use multimedia
to communicate more clearly:
The thing I love most about the idea of eBooks is moving away
from static text. Hard copies of books have limited us to what
they’re capable of -- print on a page. Suddenly eBook texts can
do so much more to draw us in and cater to our interests and
needs… Visual difficulties? Listen to an audio file. Struggling
to understand a set of instructions? Watch the video. Having
a hard time memorizing something? Play interactive games to
help increase your ability to remember it.
One interesting strength that emerged from the data is that,
even though eBooks are simple to use and produce, they have a
certain technology-related cache that organizations could harness
to strengthen or encourage a technology-savvy organizational
culture:
Since our face-to-face instructors are already required to use
content management systems, using an eBook for training
would also drive home the importance of technology even
more.
Navigation was one of the most heavily discussed issues in the
discussion thread, with some data identifying eBook navigation
as preferable to navigation of other publication types and other
data identifying navigation as a weakness of eBooks. In terms of
navigation-related strengths, eBooks tended to compare favorably
to other electronic publication formats like Microsoft Word and
PDF:
As I was making the [specific title] training manual into an
eBook, I realized how much easier it is to navigate compared
to the original Word document (and later PDF document). The
ToC [table of contents] makes it so much easier to navigate,
and it breaks everything into sections, making the manual seem
shorter, even though it’s the same amount of information.
I think the EPUB format would be good in this particular case,
as the files are accessible and easy to navigate.
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In addition to a multi-level table of contents, eBooks also offer
search features, which can facilitate information-access tasks:
An EPUB would be most similar to the manual we are already
using, so it wouldn’t be much of an adjustment to use it. Also,
it is easy to search, so we could find the information we need
quickly.
It seems like the search capability of eBooks would be perfect
for the combined guidelines document; you can easily search
by [client/organization] or by element and find what you’d
need.

Weaknesses of eBooks
Navigation also emerged as a significant weakness of eBooks.
eBooks tended to compare unfavorably to paper documents for
ease of skimming, scanning, and marking one’s place:
They [eBooks] have yet to get up to par on more referential
materials. Being able to search within the text is a godsend,
but until they become easier to flip through, scan, and ‘pan out
from,’ they will be awkward.
What I wish eBooks could accommodate is a more helpful
way …to remember your place. You can ‘bookmark,’ but if it’s
a non-fiction book, you might have many pages bookmarked.
You can ‘go to latest read,’ but if it’s a non-linear book, that
might not be where you last left off. There needs to be a ‘place
holder’ or a ‘stick your finger in between the pages while you
flip back a few pages’ option.
A similar weakness of eBooks is that navigation as a group can be
difficult because eBook publications reflow, and therefore renumber,
publications based on the reader device and its settings. Therefore,
users often cannot employ the culturally ingrained convention of
page numbers to direct the members of a meeting to a particular
place in a document. Participants described workarounds, such as
starting from an entry in the table of contents and then counting
paragraphs, but described this kind of navigation as awkward in
group settings.
Some participants said that they believed a comprehensive, multilevel
table of contents could mitigate the problem of collaboratively
finding a particular section of an eBook: “This would seem doable
if the headings were set up well with a comprehensive TOC.”
But others argued that the ease of this method was dependent on
the length of the publication and therefore length of the table of
contents. Discussion seemed to reach a consensus that a thorough,
collapsible table of contents plus a search feature would facilitate
scanning for specific information but that it is not ideal to forego
the deeply ingrained convention of page numbers for directing
groups to the same content.
Another weakness that emerged in the data is not specific to eBooks
per se but relates to any new endeavors that are not essential for dayto-day function of the organization. Although eBooks are simpler
to create than websites or some other e-publications, corporate
communication simply does not yet exist in eBook form in many
organizations. Currently, many organizations are consolidating jobs
and focusing on increasing productivity as much as possible. In these
busy, high-pressure environments, many corporate communicators
do not have time to experiment with something new like eBooks—
even if their internal or external clients are likely to find the new
format beneficial.
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A weakness that is specific to eBook formats is the difficulty
in conveying informational graphics large enough to convey
legibly both a holistic view and specific details. For example,
one participant pointed out that corporate documents like aircraft
manuals have large diagrams. Paper formats allow foldout pages,
and PDF documents allow fixed pages to accommodate large
diagrams. But eBooks shrink content to fit the screen size, so these
diagrams would be hard to see. Other participants pointed out
similar problems with maps and other graphics for which people
need to see both detail and the big picture:
The downside was that maps are incredibly hard to deal with
on an e-reader, whereas some books have maps that fold out or
otherwise get a little bigger and easier to read.
Security was one of the most serious drawbacks to eBook publications
in corporate environments. For example, one participant worked
in a secure environment that banned picture-taking devices, and
many devices that can display eBooks also offer built-in cameras.
Other participants described the unsuitability of eBooks for secure,
protected company documents and personnel information:
I have reservations about being able to access personal
info because ‘security’ of all types is such an issue in our
[organization]. There seem to be a million password-protected
hoops we have to jump through just to gain information on
computers at work.
PDFs are by far the dominant medium at my work right nowif it’s in a different format than Word, you can bet it’s a PDF.
This works for most of our stuff as it retains the formatting
better than sending out native word files as well as for securitypeople have to work a lot harder to change content.
Most of our documentation is only available to view in PDF
format. Because the company is regulated by the FDA, the
PDFs are locked by our document control system so they can’t
be altered. I can’t imagine that it would be possible to change
this, at least not any time soon.
The final set of eBook weaknesses relate to user skill levels and the
environment of use for documentation. While many participants
saw eBooks’ portability as an important strength for field
documentation, other participants developed field documentation
for users and environments that would be unsuitable for almost any
electronic publication format, including eBooks:
They [field personnel] have spent much of their lives working
on aircraft and not on computers. One guy who was my
subject matter expert couldn’t even figure out how to attach a
document to his email.
Environmental factors are also an issue for me when I think
about how eBooks can be used by field personnel in my
industry. I can just imagine all the big tough field guys I know
with fat calloused fingers being frustrated at fiddling with
e-reader devices... I can see them smudging grease on the
screen, wiping off rain and snow, scratching the screen, sitting
on the device, dropping it, almost certainly losing it after
setting it down out in the field, squinting at its small screen
in whatever light is available, still taking notes by hand... and
probably not using it to its fullest capability because they
don’t know how.
Weather would be another issue. My husband worked on a
flight line for six years. The job guides are laminated for use
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in inclement weather. Also, when it’s cold (and even when it’s
not), the mechanics wear gloves. The tablet or e-reader would
need to be easy to operate with gloves on.
The mechanics don’t have access to computers that often. They
will often share one computer and log in from time to time to
check their government email, but that is it. The mechanics I
have spoken with hate even using PDFs for the fact that they
have to print it to use it. They prefer a bound copy they can put
in their back pocket or in their tool box.”
It seems clear that while eBooks show potential as tools for
managing corporate documents, they are by no means universally
applicable.

SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS
The discussion prompt from which this data is drawn specifically
requested that respondents identify corporate communications
and describe the ideal format, so it is not surprising that the most
common theme to emerge relevant to eBooks and corporate
communication is specific examples. One of these examples is
to produce content marketing as an eBook—e.g., free, industryrelevant content that organizations could make available to increase
name recognition and goodwill. For example, a plant nursery could
produce a free eBook with “10 tips on fall bulb planting.” One
participant’s organization already gives away e-reader devices as a
marketing promotion. This participant suggested pre-populating the
device with content marketing material to increase the promotion’s
value to the company. Another participant pointed out the value
of producing a content marketing eBook not only to build name
recognition but also to serve as evidence of publication skills:
Someday I may set up a website for my copywriting/editing
services. Along the lines of earlier discussion in this thread
about free content as a teaser, I could offer an EPUB there—
and call it something like “10 ways to enhance your marketing
materials/online business”—but clearly target my readers. In
addition to providing fun, concise, interesting information it
might also demonstrate that I am at least slightly cutting-edge,
knowing how to create an EPUB and all.

One of our biggest clients has a set of 20 sales brochures
targeted to different vertical industries, and these need to
be updated every year… We’re developing the structure
and format now, and an eBook version of the final products
would be valuable. I know they’ll also be put on a website,
but an eBook version would allow people to read the material
anywhere, even on a plane, outside of Wi-Fi hotspots, and in
remote areas.
Surprisingly, some organizations stored some of their reference
information in PowerPoint documents, which are not good at (nor
intended for) information retrieval. Participants suggested shifting
content from PowerPoint to eBooks:
While I thought the content was great, it is not practical to
click through a PowerPoint anytime I need information. I
think adding the information from the PowerPoint in my
EPUB would make it more useful.
Another common sub-theme was to make extensive, detailed
training materials available as eBooks. Most of these documents
were currently in PowerPoint files, which participants said were
hard to review and scan for information after the training:
The few training modules we have at my workplace all have
lots of information crammed onto each slide. It’s annoying
and not reader-friendly. I’d rather read an EPUB file than a
bunch of PowerPoints.
One popular suggestion for using the right publication format for
the right training task was to use a combination of PowerPoint
decks and eBook publications, with PowerPoints used during inperson training and eBooks provided at the end of the training as
detailed reference guides:
My boss loves PowerPoint so we use them all the time. It is a
constant struggle to decide how much information to actually
include on the slides. It would be great to include more detail
for people [in eBook form] as a follow-up.
In industries requiring regular training, especially for professionals
who travel, eBooks could offer a useful publication format:

Several participants used a series or collection of corporate
documents that could be compiled into a single eBook: for example,
series of compliance tasks and processes, series of style guides,
series of user manuals.

We have tons of online training sections that have to be completed,
many annually. We also have people who travel all the time--having
access to these training material[s] on a kindle or other e-reader
could be really convenient.

For my work, we use the APA manual, but we work with
several [organizations] that each have their own set of
guidelines that deviate a bit from the APA manual. Right now
I have guidelines for each [organization] in different files on
my computer. I think it would be helpful to combine all of this
information into one document, and an EPUB seems like the
best option.

I agree that EPUBs would be useful for training modules.
Currently, there aren’t many of them, and they’re all in
PowerPoint. It seems like EPUBs would be more accessible,
especially if someone is out of the office.

I like the idea of being able to store my user guides
electronically. I have a stack of them in my filing cabinet, and
it would be nice to just go digital with all of them. I don’t want
to take the time to scan every page, so an EPUB version would
be awesome.

In the case of a directory, this would be brilliant. So many people
find themselves out of the building for various things. Our campus
is a decent size and to be able to access contact information like a
mini-directory at your fingertips would be beneficial.

For archival purposes, a year’s worth of monthly [organizational
leader] ideas -- or even five years’ worth -- seems so much
more manageable as an eBook than as a pile of PDFs.

The agency I work for has offices spread across the world,
and we are also one company in a conglomerate owned by a
huge umbrella corporation. Our contact list, usually viewed in
Outlook, includes EVERYONE who works for [organization
name]. Thousands and thousands of people worldwide. It
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These strengths of eBooks—their portability and the fact that
they do not require Internet access—led to several suggested
uses including portable, searchable directories:
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would be great to have an eBook form of the contact list,
and I’d make it searchable by name, location, company, and
position. Right now (as far as I know) I can only search by
typing in a name. If it’s a Smith, I have to scroll through
hundreds of listings sometimes. I don’t travel for work very
often, but a lot of people here are constantly on the road. I
know they’d appreciate a comprehensive, searchable contact
list that doesn’t rely on Internet access.

sheets to multimedia tours. Finally, corporations may have product
manuals, online help, and other product support documents, often
found in information systems that might be quite complex. Many
corporate documents are inappropriate for eBook publications, but
for other corporate documents, eBook publications are perfect.

I think MOBI would make an excellent addition to our
directory. I have to pull up our company directory all the
time to look up phone numbers as well as office locations
for people--there are probably close to 10 building[s] on our
campus now and people move offices all the time. Having
quick reference access to this information, especially if I’m
not at my computer but already in another building, would be
hugely beneficial.

The thing to remember when deciding which document is appropriate
for eBook format is that eBooks are actually portable websites
that can be instantly sent to remote locations. This introduces two
important points. First, their file sizes tend to be very small, even
when hosting many photographs. Secondly, they give companies
the opportunity to make parts of their web information available
remotely. This is more significant than it might appear. Corporate
websites are static. They are only valuable when people come to visit
them. If Caterpillar Corporation introduces a new line of products,
making that information available to remote customers requires
reaching out somehow -- something that corporate websites do not
do well. To introduce its new line, Caterpillar might send emails or
mailers requesting that customers visit their site, they might send a
PDF, or they can send a segment of their site as an attachment. Using
EPUB3, they can send their new product line as a book that offers
as much interactivity as their larger website. Corporations can send
PDFs but pay a premium in large file sizes and low interactivity.
Given the nature of the eBook structure, anything that can be done
on a corporate website can be made portable and emailed to the
customer base.

The portability of eBooks also makes them suitable for manuals
referenced by customers and field personnel who may already carry
reader devices like smart phones:
A field technician assembling a treadmill or elliptical may
lose track of his or her quick assembly guide. It would be
great if they could pull up the manual on their phone or tablet
computer. An EPUB would be easier to read than a PDF on
such devices.
. . . a great eBook for [company name] would be our field
manual: the manual that gives our basic info as staff, our
standards for the site, our goals and mission statement, and so
forth. It’s a whole assortment of stuff that sits in a spiral bound
book I never take out of my desk drawer. It’s never with me
when I’m out writing stories and taking pictures. But -- as an
eBook, it would be.
Right now we create a PDF of every manual and post it to
our customer service website. This allows customers to access
the manual and perhaps read it on a computer, but what about
people who just need to look up something quickly on their
smart phone? I think offering a EPUB as well as a PDF would
satisfy customer needs better.
We have a lot of full-time field workers stationed at different
project sites doing various environmental and construction
work. I can see potential for eBooks in …SOPs [standard
operating procedures], specifically those that describe
procedures that need to be performed in the field and especially
those that require continual reference for details (i.e., worker
doesn’t just read the SOP once and then remember all the
steps).

EBOOKS & CORPORATE
COMMUNICATION
Industrial documents may be divided into four or five categories,
depending on how the dissector views them. First, any type of
corporation of any size may have documents spelling out its
corporate legacy. These documents might include history, standard
operating procedures, and ethics regulations. Second, corporations
of any size will typically have human resources documents,
including training, recruiting, and employee information (e.g.,
contact information). Third, many corporations will also have a
marketing department with documents ranging from specification
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Examples: eBooks as Professional
Documentation

Corporations in a variety of industries need to demonstrate that
they are meeting federal regulations. Sending safety documents to
new employees demonstrates a good effort. Frequently, these safety
procedures are best done interactively and returned so they are on
file. One way to address this need is to create an instruction set on
the company website, an instruction set that tracks the questions,
answers, scores, passes/fails, etc. But a simpler process might be
to send that same interactive test as an eBook and store the entire
test as an independent item when it is returned. While an interactive
test is easy enough to produce, the bookkeeping is a more difficult
problem. Being able to demonstrate that the corporation sent the
company’s 200-page SOP, 150-page ethics guidelines, safety
regulations, and EEO/AA rules as interactive EPUBs (requiring
answers to questions) makes it easier for the company to demonstrate
compliance with federal regulations.
Some corporations keep contact information on their websites.
This contact information is typically alphabetical by name, making
identification of an employee based on title or position (e.g.,
marketing director) very difficult to find. This difficulty can be
intentional (i.e., to keep the person in that position from receiving
unsolicited calls or mail), but this organizational structure also makes
it difficult for employees to reach internal contacts whom they do
not know by name. An employee within a company might be able
to look up the information in hardcopy if the hardcopy is up to date,
which becomes increasingly unlikely over time. Alternatively, an
eBook, updated monthly, can be sent to employees, making contact
information much easier to find – even in the field where they might
be looking a shipping clerk up on their cell phone, for example.
Currently, much corporate documentation is produced as online
help (i.e., HTML) or, if it needs to be portable, as a PDF document.
HTML works great for users sitting at a computer solving a software
problem, but it is not so useful for users in the field, for example,
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with a camera, trying to quickly understand a technical problem.
That information might be produced in PDF format, but a PDFbased manual for a complicated camera (e.g., a digital Leica) might
run 400 pages. A PDF taken into the field as a digital document can
be very difficult to use on a small device such as a cell phone. Tests
done with eBooks show that the EPUB format makes an excellent
searchable manual easily accessed on a cell phone, EPUB reader, or
any other device able to open an EPUB document. Because PDFs
print in a predictable layout and eBooks reflow in various devices,
a good approach to portable documentation might be to give users
a choice between PDF and EPUB formats (i.e., to provide content
in both formats).
Despite the security concerns raised by professional communicators
in the discussion postings, eBooks can provide a level of security that
HTML lacks, depending on where eBooks are stored. For example,
digital elements of a corporate legacy may not be appropriately
made public (e.g., emails concerning radical innovations) but
should be archived somewhere for future release. Wrapping these
documents into an EPUB format with a renamed extension makes
them compact and centralized but much less publically accessible.
The files might be stored on removable drives off the network until
such a time it becomes important to make them public.

Drawbacks: Constraints in Corporate Usage
of eBooks
Not all documents lend themselves to eBook format. In complex
and complicated information systems (CCISs), the content
is frequently extracted from database management systems,
XML files, or even clouds of management systems. In
such systems, eBooks currently have no obvious use. It is
certainly possible to extract an eBook from such a system
and forward it to a destination, but there may be no good way
for the eBook to interact with the system. The EPUB3 format
has been recently released, and indications are that it is
sufficiently interactive to work even in CCISs. For example,
EPUB3 permits forms and so could be interfaced interactively
with a CCIS once WiFi connectivity has been established. In
theory, in the future the eBook could be updated whenever
connectivity permitted.
Although the EPUB format will work on most devices, it still
behaves differently from device to device. For example, a
table never looks the same on a Sony tablet as on an iPad.
In fact, it is generally recommended that tables not be used
in eBooks if at all possible. While it is true that e-readers
behave differently, it is reasonable for companies to pick a
specific reader and require that all employees use that reader
for their eBooks. Apple, for example, has an excellent eBook
publisher that is much more advanced than standard EPUB
publishing software. A company could require employees to
have iPads for interactive books and iPhones for things they
need to read in the field where an iPad might be too big,
bulky, or fragile to go.

FUTURE OF EPUBS
Recently, EPUB3 has become readable on a variety of new
devices. EPUB3 is HTML5 (with all of its rich media strengths)
repackaged and made portable. From marketing and training
points of view, the EPUB3 formats are poised to become valuable
tools for corporations. In the past, EPUBs were nothing more
than hypertexts (interactive links, but otherwise very static). In
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the future, EPUBs can contain videos, animations, simulations,
interactive tests, and much more. We believe that corporations
capable of accessing these strengths will benefit greatly from
them.

CONCLUSION
One of the most important factors affecting the relevance of
eBooks for corporate communication is that the technology is
quickly evolving. A few years ago, even though they were actually
packaged websites, eBooks were read on static devices so that the
reading experience was not particularly different from reading
paper documents. Not only was the experience static, it was also
black and white. Today, new generation readers are being released,
and they are both interactive and adaptable. On them, the EPUB3
format is universally accessible (with the exception of Apple’s nonsupport for Flash).
If we keep in mind that future eBooks will be in high-resolution
color, highly interactive, presenting rich media with HiFi sound,
in a highly portable format, it should be clear that corporations
will make use of them and will value people who can develop and
publish them.
On the other hand, eBooks do have weaknesses, including security
limitations, so they are no panacea for all corporate communication
needs. Instead, eBooks are simply one more tool that corporations
and their writers can keep in their toolboxes.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the potential for technical communicators
to employ usability research with risk-based interactive
geovisualization technologies as a method of cultivating “critical
rhetorics of risk communication” for local communities. Through
integrating theories from usability studies and risk communication,
I offer some new directions for thinking about the productive
usability of online, participatory technologies that promote citizen
engagement in science. I argue that the key tenets of productive
usability afford technical communicators the opportunity to build
localized knowledge of risk in real, local users, which in turn
improves the capacity for a community and its stakeholders to more
effectively communicate risk.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 Information Systems: General

General Terms
Design, Human factors, Theory

Keywords
Sea level rise, risk, rhetoric, usability

“Old usability-testing methods need to be rethought, and old
paradigms reconsidered.” —Still and Albers, 2010, p. 190

INTRODUCTION
As members of what Ulrich Beck (1999) coins a “world risk
society,” we constantly face both real and manufactured threats to
our well-being, livelihood, and existence. Public fears and anxieties
about certain risks can be mitigated through effective, rhetorically
prudent communication strategies (Danisch, 2010), but more often
than not clear, detailed data from reliable sources (such as scientists)
fail to assuage the totality of public concern and do not necessarily
lead to effective, reasonable social or political action. A good
number of researchers and practitioners in the multidisciplinary
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field of risk communication attribute this failure to the ubiquitous
but problematic information-deficit model of risk communication
(Bord, O’Conner, & Fisher, 2000; Kellstedt, Zahran, & Vedlitz,
2008), which begins from the premise that social inaction,
disproportionate levels of fear, and political resistance stems from
a sheer lack of information. Scholars in technical communication
(Grabill & Simmons, 1998; Sauer, 2002) have helpfully contributed
to the notion that effectively communicating risk requires more than
just raw presentation of data to some passive, universal audience.
Rather, a more democratic approach to communicating risks, through
the inclusion of citizen experience (Chowdury, Haque, & Driedger,
2012) or appeal to values (Etkin & Ho, 2007), to a particular region
or local populace has been shown to be more effective. This supports
the constructivist argument put forward by Grabill and Simmons
(1998) that “[p]eople’s risk perceptions are determined by real and
localized situations” (p. 419), rendering it problematic that many
“approaches to risk communication [are] arhetorical—typically
decontexualizing risks and failing to consider social factors that
influence public perception of risk” (p. 416). If more effective
risk communication stems from increased knowledge of localized
perceptions and experiences, then how do technical communicators
with a stake in risk assessment or communication analyze these
real and localized situations? What strategies can be employed and
where can expertise be best directed? Grabill and Simmons (1998)
believe that one productive method is through usability research;
this paper takes this approach one step further and focuses on risk
based interactive geovisualizations as a potential site for usability
data to inform local risk communication practices.
Before a community or region can move forward in addressing
vulnerability or mitigating risk, especially with contemporary risks
such as climate change, communicators and designers must first
become familiar with the stories, values, beliefs, and concerns of
a local community. Then, those with a stake in communicating
risk can begin to address “framing,” a popular Burkean concept
in rhetoric and communication studies that advocates for a move
away from a “one-size fits all” approach to communicating risks,
particularly global ones such as climate change and sea level rise;
this follows suit with Gross’s (1991) “contextual model of science”
(p. 19). As Matthew C. Nisbet (2009) writes, “messages need to
be tailored to a specific medium and audience, using carefully
researched metaphors, allusions, and examples that trigger a new
way of thinking about the personal relevance of climate change” (p.
15). Effective, localized iterations of risk communication on global
topics start from entering the minds and honoring the thoughts
and existing value systems of the populations with which one is

communicating. (It is imperative that individual cognitive-based
perceptions are not orphaned from the social and cultural contexts
within which individuals live.). In following Grabill and Simmons’s
(1998) call for cultivating more critical rhetorics for risk, I contend
that one way technical communicators can conduct the type of
localized research Nisbet (2009) and others call for is by analyzing
and observing how residents within a given community are currently
using the risk communication tools and technologies available to
them. I believe that if technical communicators pay closer attention
to how typical residents (e.g., non-scientists, non-city planners) are
currently using the communicative and decision-making tools already
in existence they will be able to contribute even more meaningfully to
scholarship and practice of effectively communicating risk. Observing
residents’ uses of such technologies gives potential for gaining insight
into the perceptual and behavioral aspects of a local community. While
Grabill and Simmons (1998) have provided the theoretical space
necessary for positioning usability—broadly defined—as a viable
method for obtaining such knowledge, their work does not provide any
concrete models for what such a usability approach might look like.
This paper speculates and outlines just that: I explore how technical
communicators might approach such a study designed for transferring
knowledge about use of a tool to risk communication practices.

PREVALENCE OF SEA-LEVEL RISE
GEOVISUALIZATIONS
So, then, what kinds of communicative and decision-making tools
might technical communicators turn to? Well, it depends on the
topic and community chosen. As a researcher located in Norfolk,
Virginia, a near-coastal city surrounded by water and second to New
Orleans in terms of increased flood risk due to sea level rise, the
choice was clear: study the construction of messages, perception of
risk, and social attitudes of the area’s population as they relate to
flooding and sea level rise brought about by climate change. Even
if climate change is isolated as a variable, the people of Norfolk
still regularly experience flooding from tides, storm surges, and
rainfall. Mitigation efforts have already begun and new and old
homeowners alike rely on flood maps to gain a better understanding
of the parts of the city most likely to flood. Inundation risk is very
much a part of every day life for the people of Norfolk and its
surrounding cities
In terms of the risk of coastal inundation, an increasingly popular
technology is online, interactive geovisualizations that use large
scale data sets on ocean levels, tide gauges, and elevation to visually
depict at-risk regions in terms of storm surge and other causes of
floods. While local GIS workers create geovisualizations with flood
zone data for their specific communities (e.g., norfolkair.norfolk.
gov), and while FEMA (msc.fema.gov) uses its geovisualization
tool to assist homeowners and renters to identify flood zones
for insurance purposes, federal agency NOAA (coast.noaa.
gov/digitalcoast/tools/slr) and nonprofit group Climate Central
(sealevel.climatecentral.org) have developed geovisualization
tools that combine the above data sets with others, such as social
vulnerability, property value, and the relative vulnerability of
specific hospitals, schools, historical landmarks, and more. While
NOAA’s tool has a neat CanVis feature allowing users to visualize
certain spots in, for example, 6 feet of sea level rise (Picture 1),
Climate Central’s Risk Finder tool combines the most amount of
data sets with particular emphasis not only on mapping but on
comparisons and projections. I wish to discuss Climate Central’s
geovisualization tool specifically here not only because I have an
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Picture 1.
established relationship with the organization, but also because the
wide array of tools and data sets provide the most opportunities for
users to explore.
As geovisualizations of data, the tools described above occupy an
exciting if not underdeveloped space within risk communication,
risk visualization, which is “the systematic effort of using images
to augment the quality of risk communication along the entire risk
management cycle” (Eppler & Aeschimann, 2009). While basic
visuals such as pictographs and bar graphs enhance memorability
and aid in more effectively presenting probability and uncertainty
(Lundgren & McMakin, 2013, p. 177), such visuals are static. In
their handbook Risk Communication published through IEEE
Press, Lundgren and McMakin (2013) devote only two paragraphs
to the topic of “static versus interactive visuals,” and while not
sharing any research on the effectiveness of interactive visuals, do
suggest that communicating risk in online, interactive environments
might be viable. It follows that such environments, such as the ones
listed above, would be viable in effectively communicating risks
because they are designed in a way that actually moves beyond
the information-deficit model of communication and towards
interactivity, user-defined goals, and customizable data sets.

Risk Finder as a Communication
Design Product
When the nonprofit climate communication and research group
Climate Central released its Risk Finder tool in 2013, they aimed:
(a) to communicate on sea level rise and coastal flooding in a way
that connects data to people and (b) to raise the profile of the issue
of sea level rise and how it is connected to storm surge risk. As
a publicly-accessible interactive GIS, Risk Finder uses standard
mapping technology but overlays numerous federal, state, and
even some local data sets on current and forecasted sea levels,
tide lines/gauges, LIDAR elevation data, levee locations, social
variables (e.g., ethnicity), and property values. Risk Finder, like
the Surging Seas tool released a year earlier, was designed for the
general public, city planners, and floodplain managers as a first cut
screening level analysis tool. While generally useful in providing
an overview of the vulnerable and at-risk areas of a city or county,
the Risk Finder tool is also a communications tool that provides the
planners and stakeholders of a given community with a reference
point for crafting claims and making decisions related to current
and future projects. The key, unique feature of the Risk Finder tool
is the “slider” (Picture 2), which allows users to visualize areas
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Picture 2.
vulnerable to flooding, 1-10 feet above the local high tide line, from
combined sea level rise. storm surge, and tides—or to permanent
submergence by long-term sea level rise. The map includes layers
for social vulnerability, population, ethnicity, income, and property
value, and is based primarily on LIDAR elevation data supplied
by NOAA.
The mapping portion of the geovisualization tool was designed
for all audiences, while the other forecast and analysis modules
were designed for more specialized audiences such as planners and
floodplain managers. Climate Central has found that many users
of the mapping portion of the web tool are public residents. What
sort of data can technical communicators collect from observing
residents using this geovisualization tool aimed at communicating
risk? What sorts of problems are these residents seeking to solve?
What information are they after? How do people of different social
groups and contexts interact with the tool differently, and what
might this say about the landscape of risk in the region? How are
their perceptions of risk changing when using the tool, if at all? The
very nature of the Risk Finder tool resides at the intersection of
cultural usability (Salvo, 2001) and risk communication; assessing
the quality and usefulness of risk based interactive geovisualizations
brings about the opportunity for technical communicators to do
“coordinating work” (Johnson, Salvo, & Zoetewey, 2007) not only
with the participatory design of the tool itself at this key moment
for Climate Central developers with a new citizen-based user
population, but moreover with the extant expert/nonexpert and
assessment/communication divides that plague rhetorics of risk.
Usability testing can help inform risk communication practices
because communicative design tools do not exist in a vacuum:
“Culture is always present, so any study of users, even if scientific
at its core, must grasp the influence of the cultural factors at play
in shaping a user, a product, and a product’s use…This integration
requires, therefore, a sufficient theoretical and practical bridge
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that connects science and culture” (Still & Albers, 2010, p. 189).
A resident’s use of a geovisualization of inundation risk will
necessarily reflect that user’s values, beliefs, and risk perceptions
of their community. An appropriate method for gathering relevant
data, then, will necessarily focus on what the self-guided goals are
of users interacting with these risk-based geovisualizations.

BUILDING NEW KNOWLEDGE
THROUGH PRODUCTIVE USABILITY
While the relationship between technical communication and
usability studies is a topic in and of itself worthy of exploration
(see Still &Albers, 2010; Redish & Barnum, 2011; Sullivan, 1989),
technical communication’s close allegiance with rhetoric has
consistently ensured that usability studies be open to a wider range
of “contingent” (Johnson, Salvo, & Zoetewey, 2008), “contextual”
(Lund, 2006), and “cultural” (Sun, 2006) factors involved in the use
of products, tools, interfaces, and online sites. Usability studies that
do not fully account for the real contexts of use ultimately delimit
the bounds of knowledge and data obtained about a tool. When
Wong-Parodi, Fischoff, and Strauss (2014) conducted usability
testing on the Risk Finder tool using 149 United States adults
recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk), they found
Risk Finder to be a user-friendly decision-aid tool, testing primarily
for knowledge comprehension, consistency of preferences, and
active mastery of material. The study operated according to
predetermined uses of the Risk Finder tool, but, as many usability
experts know, general audiences may have uses for these type of
geovisualization technologies that researchers and designers have
not anticipated and that would provide insight. While extremely
useful in the continued development of ensuring the functionality
of the Risk Finder tool, Wong-Parodi, et al.’s (2014) study, in
using anonymous volunteer users from across the country, did not
investigate what Lund (2006) might call the deep “contexts of use”
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and how a combination of other factors might influence the use
of the decision-making tool. As a robust risk communication tool,
interactive geovisualizations of inundation like Risk Finder provide
technical communicators the opportunity to use unconventional
usability methods to “acquire knowledge from user experience
areas that [have been] neglected” (Lund, 2006, p. 4). I contend that
one of these user experience areas that have been neglected thus far
with risk-based geovisualizations is the cultivation of rhetorics of
specific, localized cultures of risk..
One approach to usability that facilitates this cultivation is
“productive usability” (Mirel, 2003; Simmons & Zoetewey, 2012)
an approach to usability geared specifically to attending to how
users are trying to solve real problems—essentially the tool’s
usefulness (Rubin & Chisnell, 2008). In their usability testing done
on civic Web sites, Simmons and Zoetewey (2012) pushed beyond
the conventions of traditional usability—functional literacy—and
instead sought to evaluate the usefulness of the Web sites based
upon the myriad kinds of work local citizens wished to do using
information on the site. As they write, a “focus on usefulness rather
than traditional usability prompted [the users] to negotiate the goals
of the Web sites to emphasize the functions that support citizen
knowledge work” (p. 260). Further, “[b]y asking citizens for what
purpose they would use a site and listening to their stories of use,
we were able to better understand what usefulness meant for them”
(p. 262). By evaluating a web tool for its ability to assist users in
their desire to obtain the necessary information for subsequent civic
action, Simmons and Zoetewey (2012) reframe usability as one
process of learning about the thoughts, problem-solving concerns,
and desired paths of action of residents as it relates to environmental
civic action. Productive usability is an apt theoretical framework for
assessing risk-based geovisualization tools because it affords space
for individual problem solving and an opportunity to listen to users’
“stories of use.” This approach allows technical communicators to
draw meaningful connections between the use of a tool and a users’
risk perceptions and literacy in terms of complex environmental
problems; this opens up pathways for users to openly discuss their
problem-solving processes and voice their concerns about risk in
their specific locale. My argument here is a theoretical one: that
usability testing with risk-mapping tools such as Climate Central’s
Risk Finder offers technical communicators a unique opportunity
to develop localized models for risk communication in the context
of information design by seeing how local users actually use tools
pertinent to risk. The practical considerations of my argument are
discussed below.

DESIGNING A STUDY: CONSIDERATIONS
FOR RISK AND USABILITY
In order to observe what neglected knowledge citizen users have and
harness that knowledge for reshaping risk communication strategies,
technical communicators conducting usability tests must—echoing
Patricia Sullivan’s (2014) recent sentiments—fight against ethics of
control, indeed resist the urge to control users. In designing usability
protocols and scripts for interactive geovisualizations, users should
be allowed, after they are informed about the tool, to choose
their own pathways for solving problems or gaining information
important to them. What are the things people want to use this
tool for? Are there things they want to do but cannot? What are
the concerns of a local populace? How do their backgrounds (time
spent in the area, political affiliations, age) inform these decisions?
What are their perceived levels of risk? If, as Grabill and Simmons
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(1998) claim, “risk perceptions are determined by real and localized
situations” (p. 419), and too often information-deficit approaches
to communicating risk are arhetorical, “decontexualizing risks and
failing to consider social factors that influence public perception of
risk” (p. 416), then usability research attempting to address these
concerns should be infused with the known factors of effective risk
communication and try and extract just what the real, localized
situations and the social factors at play are. Testers of risk-based
interactive geovisualizations might consider the following areas of
exploration, with particular attention paid to the specific locale or
community where the research will be conducted. I rely on my own
place in Norfolk, VA below.

Previous experience with inundation
For Climate Central, the Risk Finder tool provides interactive data
on how rising sea levels brought about by climate change increase
the risk of coastal inundation. While there is far from consensus
on the topic, research has shown that people who have had direct
experience with flooding are more likely to reveal concern over
climate change and view the issue in more certain terms (Spence,
Poortinga, Butler, & Pidgeon, 2011; Whitmarsh, 2008). Norfolk, a
city that is quite familiar with flooding, has a large population of
residents who have experienced flooding to some extent, whether
through tides, storm surges, or rainfall. Are there any observable
differences in the ways in which users who have direct experience
with flooding use the tool? What role does direct experience play in
use of the interactive risk-based geovisualizations?

Place attachment
Home to the largest navy base in the world, a significant portion
of the population of Norfolk is military personnel and are thus
quite transient in their living arrangements. What role does a user’s
sense of “place” play in their use of the tool? Researchers at the
University of Victoria (Canada) have found that “place attachment”
is a unique predictor of climate change engagement (Scannell &
Gifford, 2013). How might close attention paid to the amount of
time spent and sense of place attachment in users impact their use
of the tool?

Changes in perception
This one is of great interest and potential: does the actual act of
visualizing one’s neighborhood inundated change the perception
or risk of sea level rise in a person’s mind? A representative at
Climate Central, who has found that over 80% of their users focus
on the mapping (as opposed to comparison, analysis, forecast)
feature of the Risk Finder tool, stated that the visualizations of the
web tool were designed to communicate risk (D. Rizza, personal
communication, December 6, 2014). Does user interaction with
the tool itself, indeed the process of personalization, change any
perceptions of risk? beliefs? attitudes? What might that indicate
about the receptivity and power of risk visualizations in the strategic
messages being communicated to coastal southeast Virginia?

Exploration of emotions
Cognitive psychology plays an instrumental role in understanding
risk perception and for explaining the lack of urgency in “distant”
global environmental concerns, but emotion or the “normative
ethical dimension” (Roeser, 2012)—which drives human decision
making—typically plays a minimal role in risk communication and
policy making. What emotions are driving a given population to
use a tool? What is their emotional state while using the tool?
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CONCLUSIONS
These are not an exhaustive group of considerations when designing
a usability study for interactive risk-based geovisualizations. There
are many other factors, such as political affiliation, gender, and age,
that would provide some insight in the continued development of
critical rhetorics of risk. Regardless, I contend that a productive
usability approach to risk-based interactive geovisualization tools
not only improves the product for the designer but also provides
key insights for technical communicators interested in risk
communication by identifying key decision-making processes,
visual risk literacy skills, and even risk perceptions from a local
population—all of which can play an instrumental role in more
effectively communicating risk to a specific community..
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ABSTRACT
Presentations are effective ways of communicating information,
especially in the field of education, but they might not be equally
or fully beneficial and persuasive to all users. Each member of
the audience might be interested in a particular topic, come from
a different background and profession, and have his or her own
personality traits.
In this conceptual paper, we first describe our persuasive
personalization model; the Individualization Pyramid based on Yale
Attitude Change Approach. The model consists of the following
main sections: selecting contents by applying segmentation,
adjusting comprehensibility of the text, tailoring the language of
the text to fit with user’s personality and recommending content
that is associated with user’s personal history within the related
subjects. We then propose an enhanced version of our previously
published presentation builder, which uses users’ digital traces
such as those on social media to personalize presentation content.
Finally, we highlight the available tools and algorithms to assist us
with developing the system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 Information Systems: General

General Terms
Design, Human Factors

Keywords
Personalization, Presentation, Recommender System

INTRODUCTION
Using presentation slides to share and present context is one of
the most common communication methods these days. Different
presentation software tools are used every day all around the
globe for accelerating information absorption and improving
comprehension. These tools provide an easier way to share
knowledge, resulting in faster decision making.
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The economic recession has prompted organizations everywhere to
look for opportunities to increase efficiency and cut costs. Online
education has become a cost effective alternative to traditional
training process. While the persuasiveness of the presentation is
an important factor in face-to-face classroom scenarios, it becomes
even more important in an online course when the “presenter”
cannot interact with audience and attract and influence them.
According to Yale Attitude Change (Carl I. Hovland, Irving L.
Janis, and Harold H. Kelley, 1953), to maximize the chance of
persuading the audience to take action or to change their opinion,
we should gain the audience attention first. We should adjust the
comprehension level so the user consumes the message, make sure
that the argument is accepted, and finally assure that the message
is remembered. Although a regular presentation should be designed
to target its audience and address their needs, it is not practical
for the presenters to generate slides that fit all of their audiences’
personality and background. Therefore, it would be very beneficial
to the authors to be able to present different information in the same
framework for different audiences.
Our research began with work on an idea based on Recommender
Narrative Visualization system (Amirsam Khataei, Diana
Lau, 2013). Due to the nature of visualization, the content can
become very complex and to simplify the system, we looked into
personalizing the presentation first. As discussed previously in our
paper, Personalized Presentation Builder (Amirsam Khataei and
Ali Arya, 2014), real-time rule-based personalization of the slides
can be a great improvement for slide presentation software. In
the publication, we developed a framework based on the impress.
js software library to support a rule-based presentation builder.
Impress.js is an open source presentation tool based on the power
of CSS3 transforms and transitions in modern browsers. It was
inspired by the idea behind prezi.com (Szopka, n.d.). In that
system, the author of the presentation is in charge of adding tags
to the presentation content and associating rules to it. When users
log in to the system to access the presentation through their social
network accounts, the system associates the relevant rules to the user
profiles and generates the personalized presentation. Although such
a system would address the persuasion issue, it relies extensively
on the author’s manual custom rules.
In this paper, we explore techniques to automate the personalization
process. Based on the review of the related literature, we developed
a personalization model called the Individualization Pyramid. By
applying this model on top of our existing framework, we can
enhance the automated generation of personalized presentations.

The objective of the model is to address the persuasion factors which
are highlighted by Yale Attitude Change approach. To examine our
model, we began with designing and developing a system to extract,
classify, and aggregate the data from users Twitter and Facebook
accounts. By aggregating the collected data, the data is processed to
predict the users’ personality traits, comprehensibility score, their
interests, and background information. The analysis is then used to
personalize the content.
In the next section of this paper, the related work and the motivation
behind this research has been reviewed. We present some
background information about the system, a general overview
of the model, and some implementation notes. Following that,
we look into some conceptual results and examples. Finally, we
describe how this system can be improved and what work remains
to be done in future phases of the research.

RELATED WORK
We have identified two main streams of research that share common
areas with the work presented in this paper. The first major area is
personalizing web contents based on collected user’s preferences
and user profiles. One of the classic examples in this domain is
content personalization models for news. Personalizing news content
requires models to choose the appropriate depth of personalization,
and to assess the readers’ explicit expressions of interest. Lavie
and Sela rely on the users personal interests to develop filtering
techniques that allow users to enjoy a personalized experience when
they are browsing news (Talia Lavie, Michal Sela, IIit Oppenheim,
Ohad Inbar and Joachim Meyer, 2010). This approach is commonly
implemented in the personalized news feed apps. Other researchers
like Mobasher, Cooley, and Srivastava (Bamshad Mobasher,
Robert Cooley, and Jaideep Srivastava, 2000) suggest tracking
user’s browsing behavior to automatically personalize the contents.
The main disadvantage of using this method is the challenge of
increasing the level of confidence in data accuracy. Besides, relying
exclusively on this method will assist us only with collecting users’
interests and navigation trends in the page.
A more popular choice among personalization techniques is
applying user modeling. User modeling is an important element
in the management of personal profiles and identity of users, but
also a key element for providing adaptive features for dynamic

personalized content. Tavrozek and Barla, pointed out the essence of
requiring an adoptive architect for personalized presentation in webbased information systems using user modeling (Michal Tvarožek,
Michal Barla, Mária Bieliková, 2007). They present a model for the
personalized presentation layer of a web-based information system.
The model employs a set of interconnected software components
that are implemented for presentation, personalization, and user
modeling. The implementation supports different views on the
presented data, acquisition and evaluation of user characteristics,
and personalization. The model that they proposed structures the
user model solely based on personal interests, and it is missing
other user characteristics such as readability or personality traits.
All the above approaches emphasize getting the audiences’
attention by suggesting content that belongs to a topic of interest,
but in our opinion, personalization needs to go one level deeper.
Personalization factors such as personal interests or readability
score are tools to gain user attention and build more informative
dynamic contents. However, improving content visibility and
readability are not the only principle elements to enhance the
persuasiveness of the contents. In this paper, we investigate other
challenges like understanding the reader’s personality, proper
combination of reader’s personal goals, use of personal content,
and balance between authorship and flexibility.
The second major stream that shares a common area with our
research is the field of different interactive storytelling models.
These models allow users to change the unfolding of a story while
keeping the general idea of the story the same (A. Piacenza, F.
Guerrini, N. Adami, R. Leonardi, J. Porteous, J. Teutenberg and
M. Cavazza, 2011). Although the interactivity enhances the data
discovery and analysis, due to verity of data complexity and
audience requirement, different genres have been designed. The
genres, together with interaction and core contents, must balance
a narrative intended by the author with data that can be seen by
the user. Based on balancing the proper level, Segel and Heer
introduced Martini Glass Structure, Interactive Slideshow, and
Drill-Down Story genre (Edward Segel and Jeffrey Heer, 2010).
Other techniques of narrative storytelling have been presented by
various researchers. Brooks (K. M. Brooks, 1997), Aguierre Smith
et al. (T. Smith and G. Davenport, 1992) (T. Smith and N. Pincever,
1991), Cesar et al. (P. Cesar, D. Bulterman and L. Soares, 2008),

Figure 1 - Individualization Pyramid within Crowd Sphere
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Bocconi et al. (S. Bocconi, F. Nack and L. Hardman, 2008) Zsombori
(Zsombori, M. U. J. W. D. W. I. K. V., 2008), and Shen et al. (H.
L., G. D. Edward Yu-Te Shen, 2009) have designed systems that
organize video content into a narrative format. Steiner and Tomkins
have used the narrative event adaption in virtual environments (J.
Vanderdonckt, N.J. Nunes and C. Rich, 2004). Narrative event
adaption focuses on reducing the environment interactivity, which
results in giving the author more control but may also lead to less
immersion and engagement in a virtual space. They believe that
event adaption allows the system to keep a balance between user
control and authorial direction. In addition, they have developed
an adaption manager for the purpose of their studies, which
exploits information regarding the event, the user, and the world
state. Although finding a balanced point between user control and
authorial direction remains a challenge, this study shows that event
adaption and narrative storytelling can improve comprehension.
Most of the above methods are developed for virtual environments,
and some of these techniques are designed for a specific domain
of applications. It could be beneficial to design a personalization
system that allows author-driven elements, like selecting the
narrative structure, and reader-driven elements, such as interactive
exploring, within a presentation framework. Using HTML-based
frameworks such as impress.js allows such features, as utilized in
our approach.

PROPOSED PERSONALIZATION MODEL
Members of the audience may have different personalities,
backgrounds, and comprehensibility preferences. Despite all our
differences, when we look closely, we can find common similarities
such as goals and interests among ourselves. If we define every
individual as a pyramid, each side of the pyramid represents a side
of the person’s characteristic. When we put all these pyramids
inside a sphere, it creates a Crowd Sphere. The Sphere represents
our society, where the intersection of the pyramids reveals the
individuals’ similarities. As illustrated in Figure 1, we divide
individual’s basic characteristics into three main layers of features:
demographic segments (such as age and gender), comprehensibility
level, and personality traits. These types of features are usually
shared with a larger group of people. However, personal features
like family history, personal memory, or geosphere type of data
are shared with smaller crowds. We represent these more intimate
features in a fourth layer called Individualization. In order to achieve
the highest chance of influencing the audience in a presentation,
the presenter must have access to the above features and for the
audience in order to create personalized content. To design a
system to gather this information and personalize the content,
we developed Individualization Pyramid based on Yale Attitude
Change approach objectives. Our hypothesis is that there is a large
enough heterogeneity in responses to this system that, on average,
effective influence strategies could have positive persuasive effects
for the majority of individuals.

3.1.

Segmentation Level

As displayed in our pyramid, the easiest rational method to begin
understanding individuals is basic demographic segmentation
such as age, gender, or marital status. Gender has always been
one of the main segments for comparison. Rachel Croson and Uri
Gneezy reviewed the literature on gender differences and identified
robust variations in three main sections: risk preferences, social
preferences, and competitive preferences (Rachel Croson and Uri
Gneezy, 2009). In addition to different preferences, studies prove a
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relation between gender differences and persuasive communication.
For instance, findings revealed that although men are more inclined
to present criterion-based arguments, women are more likely
to invent their own (Andrews, 1987). Getting recipient attention
marked by Yale as the first process to determine persuasion success.
Although age can become a factor in other levels of the pyramid
too, the main focus in this level is content preference and filtering
contents within the given domain. For instance, in the entertainment
domain, it has been examined how adult age influences media
content preferences, and as a result, increases the chance of getting
their attention (Marie-Louise Mares and Ye Sun, 2010). In this
layer, we are not only limited to well-known basic segments, but
also it is the author’s job to select custom classification based on
the argument’s domain.

3.2.

Comprehensibility Level

The second level of the pyramid is comprehensibility adjustment.
Text comprehensibility is the sum of all the factors in textual
material that affect the readers’ level of understanding and interest
in the material (Dale and Chall. 1949). This can be a function of
text characteristics, reader educational level, social background,
and personal interests. As suggested by Yale Attitude Change
Approach, in order to increase the likelihood of acceptance and
retention, the intended audience must first understand the presented
message. We have seen numerous experiments around the concept
of comprehension’s role in persuasion (Carl I. Hovland, Irving
L. Janis, and Harold H. Kelley, 1953). After conducting three
experiments involving 885 subjects, Alice Eagly demonstrated how
lowering comprehensibility lessened acceptance of the conclusion
of a message (Eagly, 1974).

3.3.

Personality Traits Level

The third layer is matching the format and wording used in the
presentation to the recipient’s persona. One of the common methods
to classify individuals is based on the five major trait domains of
human personality: Openness to experience, Conscientiousness,
Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism (Atkinson, Rita,
L.; Richard C. Atkinson; Edward E. Smith; Daryl J. Bem; Susan
Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000). In a sample of 324 survey respondents,
the contents were evaluated more positively, as they were more
coherent with the participants’ dispositional motives (Jacob B.
Hirsh, Sonia K. Kang and Galen V. Bodenhausen, 2012). Such
a result suggests that persuasive appeal’s effectiveness can be
increased by aligning the message framing with the audience’s
personality traits. This means improving the chances of accepting
the argument and changing audience opinion. While classification
of personality using any of the existing models has the risk of
stereotypical treatments, combination of this layer with other layers
of our model reduces such risk and increases the chances of a true
“personalized” presentation.

3.4.

Individualization Level

Creating a sense of trust and credibility is one of the persuasiveness
strategies. Family history, personal memories, or photos from past
life events are great sources of information that distinguish each
individual. Intuitively, we should treat data that falls into the above
categories just like any other background information. The only
difference is that we should collect these types of information from
social media accounts instead of conventional places like journals,
books, or other reliable sources. Since the actual publisher of the
information is the user, the user should not have concern with
approving the applicability and credibility of the data. A simple
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example could be a restaurant’s online flyer to encourage people
to reserve the restaurant for their future events. Incorporating the
recipient’s favorite colors, art style, or even a personal photo from
the individual’s own happy past events may enhance the sense of
positive emotion and trust. This may increase the persuasiveness as
compared to using a generic restaurant advertising image. Although
this may raise privacy concerns, the proposed model is designed
to respect the existing privacy setting in the user’s social network
account.

4.

SYSTEM DESIGN

In the proposed system, our first process is to build user profiles
by gathering information from users’ social network accounts and
digital traces. Based on the user profiles, our goal is to apply the
Individualization Pyramid methodology to construct personalized
presentations. The system consists of a multi-stage process where
each stage corresponds to one of the Pyramid layers, and includes
two external actors: the author and the regular end user (the
audience). The author is responsible for providing three critical
requirements for the system: content template, type of social media
information that is needed, and content rules. The author’s roles are
illustrated as the inputs into the system in Figure 2.
In the content (presentation) template, the author identifies the
places which require personalization with a unique ID. These
places are designed to hold either textual information or multimedia
content. This ID will be used later in the rule section as the assigned
location for the personalized contents in the template.
As for the social media accounts, we have decided to support
multiple social network accounts, since each social network is
designed for a different purpose/domain. For instance, LinkedIn is
an excellent source to collect information related to the audiences’
professional life, while Facebook is great source to collect data
about their personal life.
Content rules are the essential core logic that is fed to the
personalization engine. The content rules collect, analyze, and
personalize the presentation contents. There are two types of rules:
goal-based rules and manual rules. The goal-based rule consists
of facts and goals. Facts are essentially users’ data and goals are
topics that users’ can potentially be interested in, such as increasing
savings, higher education, etc. In order to activate a rule, the system
must obtain all the necessary criteria (user data) for the rule. Once
the rule is activated, the system applies the content topic in data
mining and recommends the most relevant content based on the

criteria. Figure 3 illustrates an example of a goal-based rule.
Consider the example below of collecting content that is related
to children’s college fund plan as part of a presentation about top
ten investment advice for families. In order to activate the rule
to collect the data, the system needs to know the family annual
household income range, number of children, and the children’s
age range. While the goal is to recommend a contents’ topic given
by the author like college fund, when the required facts are not
available, the system will look for a more general rule or topic. The
system will move back to the default content in the presentation
template if it fails to find reliable user data. This way, we assure that
the system is displaying the most relevant content to the user.
In cases when more than one rule are activated for a particular
personalizable content item, weight values are provided that allow
combining the content for each of the rules into one item. As shown
in Figure 2, this is done in the first stage of the proposed system,
which is identified as Content Assembler. This stage uses content
rules to select various content items and combines them into
personalized items for the presentation. This combination borrows
the concept of a node-based structure from interactive storytelling
and assembles the content nodes based on their connectivity
features, similar to a LEGO toy.
In addition to creating goal-based rules, it is optional for the author
to design manual rules. Manual rules are strict rules where the
author gives the actual content in the rule file instead of relying on
the recommender system. Another purpose of manual rules is to
allow the author to overwrite the contents which are generated by
goal-based rules. Figure 4 illustrates a sample of a manual rule.
Once the system has established the base content, it starts simplifying
the text in the presentation as well as altering its personality tone.
Last but not least, as part of the individualization stage, the system
gathers personal type of information to support the assigned goals
for the presentation. The personalization is now complete and the
system can display the final result to the audience.

IMPLEMENTATION
The system is implemented in such a way that it first displays a
login page and sends a request for the results to be submitted by
the user. Once the user logs in, the first task of the system service
is to begin building and aggregating user profiles. The process is
summarized in the following four steps:

Figure 2 - System Overview
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Figure 3 - Goal-based rule example

Figure 4 - Manual rule example
•

Collecting the semantic user profile data

•

The data is collected by calling social media designated APIs
to collect data such as name, age, profile picture, and gender.
This step also includes building semantic information based
on the domain-specific data collection on non-semantic text
that appears in the user’s social network accounts.
•

Backed by psycholinguistic analysis (T, 2010) (Gou, L.,
Zhou, M. X. and Yang, H, 2014), it is possible to predict users’
personality traits and construct their personality profile. To
achieve this task, we are depending on System U, a system
to collect linguistic signals from a person’s social network
activities to predict the personality portraits (Hernan Badenes,
Mateo N. Bengualid, Jilin Chen, Liang Gou, Eben Haber,
Jalal Mahmud, Jeffrey W Nichols, Aditya Pal, Jerald Schoudt,
Barton A Smith, Ying Xuan, Huahai Yang, Michelle X. Zhou,
2014).

Identifying user professional content preferences and
knowledge level
This step is an essential requirement for the comprehension
layer. In this step, we construct a reading proficiency profile
based on topic preferences and collaborating filtering. As
discussed by Collins Thompson (Collins-Thompson, 2011)
and then by Tan (Chenhao Tan, Evgeniy Gabrilovich, Bo
Pang, 2012), the learning algorithms could be applied based
on observations like historical satisfied clicked documents,
semantic or syntactic features of current and past queries,
and other extracted professional preferences from user social
network accounts (Fabian Abel, Eelco Herder, and Daniel
Krause, 2011).

Predicating user personality traits

•

Enriching the content by personal data
In order to add the individualization piece of the profile
and create a sense of personal connection to the content, a
part of the profile consists of personal photos. Based on the
specified domain and criteria by the author, and relying on
CBIR and tags that are associated with the photo albums, the
system collects users’ publicly available photos. This is a light
individualization version since we are just going to use only
personal images.

Figure 5 - Personalized Presentation Builder detailed design
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After the service aggregates all the above data, we pass them to the
personalization engine followed by the presentation template and
rule files as illustrated in Figure 5.
The first task of the engine is the segmentation layer. Besides the
rule content which is designed by the author, we look into novel
adaptation of summarization techniques. The summarization
techniques are based on creating clusters of text spans with similar
word distribution to use as representatives of within-document
topics (Regina Barzilay and Lillian Lee, 2004) (Ani Nenkova,
Sameer Maskey, Yang Liu, 2011). Such a model has been used
in many tools like Open Text Summarizer by Nadav Rotem or
TextTeaser and includes information ordering as well as exclusive
summarization.
While the system is gathering and organizing contents as the
foundation of the presentation, it initiates readability assessment
using tools such as Text Readability Consensus Calculator or New
Dale-Chall Readability Calculator (Scott, n.d.). The assessment is
a requirement to assure that the selected content is the best match
to the readability score of the audience. In addition to using the
assessment to select the content, the system decides whether to
simplify the text by comparing the user readability assessment and
the selected content complexity level. As discussed by Woodsend
and Lapata Sentence Simplification Model (Kristian Woodsend and
Mirella Lapata, 2011), the simplification process includes sentence
splitting using Stanford CoreNLP, substituting uncommon words
with more familiar words or phrases (Goldman, n.d.), and deleting
some elements of the original text. After altering the text, the model
is verified to make sure that the output is grammatically correct and
coherent.
The next step is to alter the text to match the reader’s personality.
The tool that our system is using is PERSONAGE (Mairesse, F.
and Walker, M, 2007). PERSONAGE (PERSONAlity Generator)
is a highly parameterized text generator to automatically generate
language that varies along personality dimensions.
The last phase before publishing the personalized version of the
slides is to replace the images, marked to be personalized in the
presentation source file, with the most relevant image extracted
from the user profile, as defined by the search criteria.
Over time, we can improve the accuracy level of the information
based on the feedback from the user and the historical digital traces
we kept in our system. This is based on information such as user’s
past ranking on content relevancy, time spent on the slides, and
overall user satisfaction.

RESULTS AND EXAMPLES
For a better demonstration of the methodology, we have selected one
of the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SCE) publications
as a conceptual example. The title for the SEC’s publication is
Financial Navigation in the Current Economy: Ten Things to
Consider before You Make Investing (Financial Navigating in
the Current Economy: Ten Things to Consider Before You Make
Investing Decisions, n.d.). Although the title is self-explanatory,
there is no guarantee that its content can be the most suitable
match for all the readers’ interests. The publication has selected
generalized topics around making smart investment decisions.
Despite the apparent simplicity of the publication’s objective, the
SCE’s main mission is to educate the audience, protect investors and
families, maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets, and facilitate
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capital formation. This can be achieved in different ways, such as
advising first-time investors to turn to the markets to help secure
their futures, pay for homes, and send children to college. On the
other hand, the SCE can add fewer additional goals for families
with high income, such as guiding them carefully with investing in
different sectors to grow their capital while also contributing to the
creation of jobs for others.
For better demonstration of the concept, in this section we are
referring to two imaginary families, Smith and Jones. Table 1
Summarized background information about each family.
Based on our Individualization Pyramid, the first phase is the
segmentation layer. As mentioned before, this phase works more like
a Lego game. The most relevant collected contents are put together
within the given presentation template. In the SCE document, one
of the slides is titled “Draw a Personal Financial Roadmap”. In
the financial roadmap, the readers are looking to figure their goals
based on their risk tolerance. Due to level of income, the Smith
family can contribute higher amounts to their retirement than the
Jones family. Possible collected content for the Smith family could
be:
“Plan your early retirement. If you have more than $250 in any
one bank, that’s the current FDIC limit per depositor. Consider
other options such as purchasing US savings bonds or treasury bills
directly from the federal government at savingsbonds.gov.”
While for the Jones family, the system may collect following
content:
“Saving at least 10 to 15% for retirement at an early age is a wise
strategy. You will have to save less if you start early, and your
savings will have longer to grow. Not all savings are guaranteed,
such as 401K and stocks, so choose a savings option that is
comfortable for you.”
Although we cannot always accurately predict each individual’s
goals, people with similar lifestyles form groups with similar goals,
and our system will have the ability to improve overtime.
As mentioned in the system design, once the foundation of the
content has been identified and constructed by the system, the next
steps are two levels of personalization on the selected contents.
Those steps are adjusting the comprehensibility level and tailoring
the personality language of the content for each reader. For the first
phase, within the finance domain, the following sentence can be
chosen as an example:
“The principal concern for individuals investing in cash equivalents
is inflation risk, which is the risk that inflation will outpace and
erode returns over time.”
Assuming the readability score for the sentence is higher than the
reader’s, thus the system simplifies the sentence:
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“The principal concern for people investing in cash equivalents is
inflation risk, which is the risk that inflation will run faster than/win
over and wear away returns over time.”

promising and show the potential use in many educational and
otherwise informative applications, such as customer briefing, etc.

Since technical nouns such as “inflation” cannot be simplified,
the system adds a short background to improve the overall
comprehensibility of the sentence using Wikipedia public API:
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ABSTRACT
This paper argues that online communication products should
employ item-to-item collaborative filtering algorithms to equip
readers with the best potential sets of information that fits their
specific contexts. Many online resources are utilizing itemto-item collaborative filtering algorithms which harness the
decisions of users to affect their experience. Examples include
the recommendation engine used by Amazon.com to help steer
customers to products they might enjoy, the “Music Genome
Project” used by the internet radio platform, Pandora, and various
user interfaces that quickly determine the best user experience to
present each individual user.
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INTRODUCTION
We live in a world where information consumers, the users of
technology, are shaping the information they receive. They are no
longer reliant on organizations to provide answers and solutions –
they provide their own answers, they create their own solutions.
They do this both knowingly and unknowingly. They knowingly
provide content in the form of reviews, comments, forum posts
and videos. But they also unknowingly refine decision-making
algorithms by clicking certain links and not others, by choosing
one website exit over another, or by responding to certain content
above similar content (for further discussion about Data Mining see
Tavani, 1999).
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Information consumers in essence have become a collective force.
As individuals they really have limited power, but when the sum
total of all of their clicks and comments, posts and selections are
taken into account, they are a very powerful network that has the
ability to quickly solve complex and time-consuming problems.
These networks are only recently facilitated by interactive web
technologies, but online user forums that have allowed information
consumers to band together into informal or formal networks have
been around for at least two decades (Lakhani, & von Hippel, 2000).
However, social networking platforms now create engagement
mechanisms between various users where private or public networks
are quickly and conveniently formed. These networks may focus on a
particular topic (fans of brands, products, etc.), or social relationship
(personal networks of friends and family members).
Aimed at a particular purpose and these networks of online users
have immense problem solving potential.
None of this, of course, is ground breaking. Researchers and
professionals have known for years about the problem solving
potential of the crowd, the term we will use for the network of
users aimed at a single goal. In the aftermath of the earthquake
that devastated Haiti in 2010, for example, disaster relief volunteers
began using social media platforms to monitor where supplies were
needed and where emergencies were occurring (Barbier & Gao,
2011). Similarly, non-governmental organizations used information
provided by the crowd on social networks to aid in relief logistics
after the East Japan earthquake and tsunami of 2011 (Peary, Shaw
& Takeuchit, 2012).
Networks of users then – the crowd – can be quite effective in
solving large, complex problems that demand coordination and
a wealth of data points and variables. But as yet, few solutions
based on networks of users have been created to help understand
and mediate problems in communicating complex information.
However, such solutions hold a wealth of potential for helping
information and communication designers in the future.
This paper enters this discussion by first presenting a current and
relevant example of how the crowd is used to provide solutions to
two complex problems. It then discusses the specific model used in
these cases and further how it can be replicated it in contexts more
relevant to communication. Finally, this paper questions the very
idea of using the combined decisions made by users as a tool for
problem solving without the users’ knowledge (which is the basis
for this model). Is this ethical? What do the users get in return?

By better understanding how users’ actions drive problem solving
mechanisms, I believe we can more effectively deliver online
solutions (in a variety of areas) to users. I specifically feel that
more useful communication products would be the result of this
understanding.
The next section discusses two platforms that use the actions of
crowds to help them determine what services to provide individual
users, but which do so in very different ways. These platforms
are the e-commerce website, Amazon.com and the internet radio
platform, Pandora.

HOW AMAZON.COM AND PANDORA
MAKE YOU HAPPY

were granted a patent for a recommendation algorithm they called,
BookMatcher. This mechanism used a limited number of variables
to help match customers with books the algorithm has determined
the customer may enjoy. It was initially simple and was based
on books similar to the books a customer may have purchased
(Keating, 2000).
The mechanism worked well at first, as the technology was young
and buyers had not yet been exposed to the swath of similar
mechanisms on other e-commerce websites. However, Amazon.
com felt the technology could be refined and so has since vastly
improved its recommendation system. In a 2003 article they called
this recommendation mechanism “item-to-item collaborative
filtering.” (Linden, Smith & York, 2003)

The e-commerce website, Amazon.com was founded in 1995 as
primarily a web-based bookstore. Since its initial creation it has
since expanded to sell virtually anything that a consumer might
want or need. It still sells books, of course, but also toys, electronics,
clothes and even groceries.

Essentially, Amazon.com added many more variables into its
algorithm including not only what customers have previously
bought, but also how they have rated and ranked other items, what
else they have viewed in the store, and what other people (similar
buyers) have viewed and bought as well (figure 2).

Either as an indicator of its growth or a catalyst for it, Amazon has
invested heavily in cutting edge technology to make its processes
more efficient. In advance of the 2014 holiday season, for example,
Amazon showed off an army of robots in its Tracy, California
fulfillment center. These small robots travel through its warehouse
to deliver specific products to human workers just at the moment
they are filling packages requiring these same products. The robots
shave off minutes during the packaging process because the human
workers no longer have to wander about the warehouse to fetch an
ordered item. Instead the robot does it for them in advance of the
humans even knowing they need it yet (Wohlsen, 2014).

The “other people” variables increased the available data
exponentially. If a customer buys a certain product and the algorithm
only looks at that customer, then the data is limited. If however the
algorithm also considers other buyers of the same product, then it
can also consider the likes, dislikes, ratings, rankings, views and
reviews of those other customers as well.

Such technological advancements in seemingly mundane areas have
helped Amazon to indirectly grow their customer base. However,
another very visible mechanism has directly had much more of an
impact to the company’s sales: recommendations.
Amazon.com has been using some form of recommendation
mechanism (see figure 1) for well over 15 years. In 2000 they

In terms of the algorithm used, this group of other customers
with similar purchases is called a “neighborhood,” the formation
of which is based on what is called, “proximity.” According to
the theoretical foundation underlying the algorithm, the closer
two items or customers might be the more likely they will have
similar tastes and desires (Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan, & Riedl,
2001). The algorithm measures the proximity between items
bought and/or customers who have bought them and then creates
this neighborhood. The recommendations are then based on what
“neighbors” might have also bought.
In a computer operation the algorithm may look something like
figure 3.

Figure 1. Amazon.com’s recommendations for items similar to items the customer has viewed/purchased before.
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trained professional musician) and a measurement for each variable
is assigned. Once in the database the song and corresponding
variables can be compared to other songs and then included or
excluded from a user’s radio station depending on the tastes of that
user.
And while recommendations are made for Amazon.com’s
customers based on a neighborhood of collaborative customers and
their proximal actions, Pandora’s recommendations are based on
a “seed” entered by the user. That “seed” is either a song or an
artist entered into a station creation text field. It subsequently tells
Pandora what the user’s preferences are at that moment and thereby
gives it a starting point for measurement against other songs and
artists in its database.
Figure 2. Potential variables used in Amazon.com recommendation engine.
Apparently the mechanism works well. According to a Fortune
Magazine report, the recommendation engine itself is primarily
credited with driving Amazon.com’s 2012 sales to increase by
almost 30% (Mangalindin, 2012). The assumption is that item-toitem collaborative filtering can help consumers find products they
may be interested or want without the consumer doing any extra
work for that information.
Another platform that uses a similar filtering algorithm, but which
has an entirely different purpose, is the online radio station,
Pandora.
Pandora (figure 4), founded in 1999, streams music according to the
tastes of the listener. It was created by a musician, Tim Westergren,
who saw an opportunity to deliver music to people via the internet.
However, he wanted people to find new and interesting music,
songs and musicians that they may never have heard of before, but
which perfectly match the listener’s musical tastes.

Though users do not necessarily collaborate with other users,
they are collaborating with those humans who mapped the song’s
genome. Further, a neighborhood is similarly formed amongst the
user’s original “seed” and other songs and artists in the database
instead of among the user and other users (Song, Dixon, & Pearce,
2012).
Users also (typically unknowingly) refine the results of the
recommendation engine through selecting a “thumbs up” or a
“thumbs down” on the interface for different songs or music tracks.
In the case of a “thumbs up”, every time users indicate they like a
song, the algorithm changes to find more music that more closely
matches that particular song or track. If users give certain selection
a “thumbs down” then the algorithm excludes songs or tracks that
closely resemble that selection.
In both cases the algorithm model is item-to-item collaborative
filtering. This model, I believe has an amazing amount of potential
for communication work, especially in delivering specialized
communication products to online users.

His solution was what he referred to as the “Music Genome
Project.”

ITEM-TO-ITEM COLLABORATIVE
FILTERING VERSUS CROWDSOURCING

As the name implies, Westergren approached music as a genome,
which can be mapped according to its protein pairs. Just as a certain
sequence of protein pairs makes up the genomes for any specific
organism, Westergren suggested that every piece of music could
also be determined according to its sequence of very specific
variables (Clifford, 2007).

Before moving on it is important here to distinguish between
item-to-item collaborative filtering as a collaborative mechanism
and a similar mechanism that also uses a network of user’s and
their choices and decisions: crowdsourcing. While the type of
collaborative problem-solving Amazon and Pandora employs is
carried out through algorithms completely transparent to the user,
crowdsourcing on the other hand “harnesses the creative solutions
of a distributed network of individuals through what amounts to an
open call for proposals.” (Brabham, 2008)

With this in mind he generated a list of 400 variables that could map
the genome of a song or music track. The algorithm he developed
measures such variables as genre, tone, instruments, mood, style,
virtuosity, harmony, and lyrical content.
Each song in Pandora’s database is analyzed by a human (who is a

In other words, in contrast to item-to-item collaborative filtering,
crowdsourcing is an explicit act undertaken by the user for solving
a problem proposed by someone or something else. Amazon.com
users may rarely understand that while taking virtually any action in
the website they are in fact feeding the recommendation algorithm.
Likewise, Pandora listeners most likely do not notice the degree to
which their original seed song is similar to a particular song they
may be currently listening to, instead they simply enjoy the music
(in the best case scenario, anyway).
Put simply, crowdsourcing participants know the goal they are
working for and for which organization they are solving the
problem. Further, those who attempt to solve the problem often do
so because they are rewarded with some type of compensation.

Figure 3. Potential computer operation of item-to-item collaborative filtering (Linden, Smith and York, 79).
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Figure 4. Pandora.com interface with music selected by algorithm based on “seed” song, artist or style.
One example is in the case of the e-commerce company called
Threadless. Threadless sells tee shirts with original designs that are
created by customers of the company. These customers can submit
designs in a contest-like scenario, and then Threadless allows other
customers to vote and determine which design is best. The design
that is chosen is then printed on a tee shirt and sold (thus rewarding
the “crowd” that chose the design), and the designer who submitted
the original design is given a small monetary award (Brabham).
Typically, in item-to-item collaborative filtering there is no reward
for the user and, as mentioned already, users also have little idea
they are contributing to any sort of solution at all (which they
are; recommendations in the case of our two current examples).
Rather than pursuing any particular course for change, users are
simply interacting with online mechanisms and in the course of this
interaction they are creating variables added to the algorithm.

ITEM-TO-ITEM COLLABORATIVE
FILTERING IN INFORMATION DESIGN
AND COMMUNICATION
While the focus is typically on its commercial applications,
item-to-item collaborative filtering could be useful in many
other contexts, including (and more specifically important for
this discussion) interface design and communication.
Research on interface design has already determined a need
for more personalized user experiences. A project (called,
SUPPLE) carried out by researchers at Harvard University and
the University of Washington has, for the past ten years, been
experimenting with such interface personalization. SUPPLE’s
algorithm defines a variety of parameters, such as device
size and constraints (for various shaped and sized screens),
user-movement ability (for motor impairment), and “jittery”
movements (as if using a mobile device on a bus), and then
reacts to create an interface best suited for the context (Gajos,
Weld, & Wobbrock, 2010).
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Taking each variable into account the algorithm creates a
personalized interface in less than a second that, according to
researchers, is optimal in every instance considering its parameters
(figure 5). This not only includes the size of the display, but also
the magnification of the material within the interface (such as text
or images), and the dynamics of any interactions (such as cursor
control). Studies have found that this type of interface makes online
interactivity easier for people with certain disabilities or restrictions,
and decreases the amount of time it takes them to achieve tasks
online (Gajos, Weld, & Wobbrock, 2008).
The algorithm that drives this interface is almost identical to the
type that drives the recommendation engines of both Amazon.
com and Pandora. It essentially looks at each variable and creates
a neighborhood of proximal factors and then reacts, building the
personalized interface in an instant that best meets the needs of
the user (according to said algorithm, that is). What is missing in
personalized interfaces is the human element. Users really do not
have a say in the interface’s eventual look or feel.
An alternative is an Adaptive User Interface (AUI). Where the
mechanism in a program like SUPPLE makes the decision for the
user based on what we can call contextual factors, an AUI system
instead gathers information about the user and applies that to the
interface experience (source). In one case researchers based the
interface design on how much knowledge users have about the
technology. Those more knowledgeable about the technology
are presented with an interface free from information that will
otherwise help a novice user (think command line versus menu
system) (Benyan, 1993).
Interfaces following the AUI design could potentially use feedback
from the user’s experience with the interface to further shape the
experience of that user or similar users. In other words the program
creates a neighborhood of proximal characteristics and then shapes
further experiences for other users. Likewise it could take feedback
from those users and again shape experiences in a recursive, never
Communication Design Quarterly 3.3 May 2015

Figure 5. Examples of SUPPLE adjusting the interface to fit various devices
(from http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~kgajos/research/supple/).
for users who have questions about their technology products in
ending design system.
action (Lanier, 2011). Again, however, as in the case of wikis, users
Imagine the possibilities of such interfaces, especially for
understand they have a role in the creation of knowledge. They ask
international information sharing. Such an interface could adapt
or answer questions as a function of the mechanisms (in the case,
quickly to the cultural-rhetorical differences between users around
the forum) they are in.
the world. Instead of creating multiple interfaces for multiple
These examples of user-generated technical communication are
audiences, single interfaces could be produced that provide
becoming more prevalent as mobile technology with access to the
successful experiences to a wide variety of audiences. And these
internet become more pervasive. Users seek information to help
interfaces could further adapt quickly to the environment –the
them with specific tasks in real time. Forum posts and wiki entries
context – in which they are found, whether that be on a jittery bus
are curated and indexed by search engines and at the ready when
ride on a tablet, or at a bus stop on your smart phone.
users need them.
The upshot is that ultimately, users of technology have a
Forums in particular were the recent focus of Swarts, who discussed
collaborative and shared influence – knowingly or otherwise – over
them in terms of their ability to give direct, in-the-moment help to
things like their streamed music, their shopping and even their
users that traditional user documentation could not provide (Swarts,
interface experiences.
2014). He points out that traditional documentation cannot possibly
However, missing from these examples are instances of
account for all the potential contexts in which a product will be
communication, especially technical communication, which
used, nor can it account for the different possible problems that
adapts to the preferences of the users. Though there has been past
users will have to solve.
discussion about professional communication products generated
Instead he seems to suggest that users themselves are best suited
by or affected by users rather than by organizations, none consider
to identify and solve these outlying variables of context, use and
a type of filtering mechanism.
problem-solving. He brings this potential back to forums, and
Warnick, for example, discussed the use of wikis and other
discusses them as spaces that facilitate such a purpose. If the
“digital texts” in technical communication, and suggested that
information is currently there in the forum’s repository or archive,
they presented an ideal space for users to create their own
then it is simply a matter of searching through it (or through larger
documentation for products (Warnick, 2005). Such a case is more
search engines that have the forum indexed) to find the specific
akin to crowdsourcing, because users are asked explicitly to share
information needed. If the information is not there, then it is simply
in creating the solution. Further, obviously users also understand
a matter of creating a forum topic and asking other users for that
that they have a role in creating and delivering this solution.
information.
Forums, where users can ask and answers questions about technology
Such information gathering mechanisms are becoming more
products, have been similarly viewed as user-generated texts.
commonly used by online technology users. At the same time, those
And forums in particular have been noted as particularly helpful
in communication professions are wondering how user-generated
Communication Design Quarterly 3.3 May 2015
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information will affect communication professionals of the future.
Some have sought to find a place in forums for technical writers,
for example, suggesting they could act as moderators or curators of
information, virtually guiding users to the correct forum posts to
ensure they get the information they are looking for (an occupation
made moot as search engines get more precise) (Frith, 2014).
But rather than a future where communication professionals point
users to relevant information, I think we are more likely to see
one where item-to-item collaborative filtering algorithms create
better, more precise user-assistance experiences. If, for example,
an algorithm tracks your requests in a forum, and then creates a
neighborhood of users who have similar requests, it could anticipate
proximal information needs based on other requests your neighbors
have made.
As Swarts points out, the primary stumbling block to comprehensive
user-assistance may be the necessary limitation of the rhetorical
situations accounted for in traditional user documentation (and
other user-assistance products). In other words, because any
particular piece of complex technology can be used in a variety of
ways and contexts and for such a variety of purposes, we will never
be able to communicate everything that a user may need to know.
And if this is the case then harnessing the assistance requests from
thousands of other users to filter out what is most helpful for any
individual user may be the absolute best method to truly achieve
user assistance.
One example of a potential use in user documentation design is
illustrated in the following model.
1.

User enters a search in the forum’s search engine, or arrives
at a forum thread based off of the results of an internet search.
This initial search serves at the “seed” parameter for the
algorithm.

2.

The algorithm matches the seed against users who have
entered a similar seed as part of their search for information.

3.

The algorithm creates a series of proximal threads that share
a close relationship with the seed thread. These proximal
threads are weighted for distance and the closer threads are
put into neighborhoods.

4.

Finally, these neighborhoods are suggested to the user as
potential solutions to the problem.

This is only one model and, as in the case of both Pandora and
Amazon, the more information shared the more fine-honed the
solutions can be. If the user shares, for example, a software product
that more information is needed about this will dramatically narrow
the number of potential neighbors that the algorithm includes.
Likewise, presenting the user with a feedback mechanism (such
as, “was the answer helpful”) will further aid the mechanism better
fine-tune the potential threads or solutions it recommends.
Before closing I want to point out that the particular algorithm
model I use here – item-to-item collaborative filtering – is only
one model in use today. Other models for example measure only
the similarities of two or more users instead of specific items
(products, songs or answers in the examples here) that those users
are interested in.
The point is not so much which model is used, but only that some
type of mechanism be tested and used to better help online users
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find answers to their questions. It is quite obvious that technology
is heading in the direction of do-it-yourself models (look, for
example, at 3D printing, website design and even publishing), so
it is a fair assumption to say that user-assistance is on a similar
path. Understanding how to integrate mechanisms that allow users
to better help themselves and each other is crucial to the future of
better information and communication design.

CONCLUSION
Ultimately, users are creating for themselves their own technical
communication products (Warnick, 2005), and perhaps rightly
so. Over 20 years ago Johnson-Eilola and Selber argued that the
organizations using hypertextual documents and technology
for technical communication were simply reinforcing existing
corporate structures – creating and delivering communication
products became faster and cheaper, but not necessarily better
(Johnson-Eilola & Selber, 1994). Faced with the technology to
create, publish and distribute information products themselves, it
almost seems destiny that users do so.
Studies of motivation, however, suggest that even for the users there
are few altruistic motives behind creating technical documentation
for other users. In forums those users who provide the best and
most successful answers to problems (in the eyes of other users as
decided by ratings or votes) establish some type of social capital
(Bourdieu, 1986; Lerner & Tirole, 2002). Below their username
are words like “Apprentice,” “Guru” or “Expert” followed by the
number of posts they may have written.
Similarly, users who upload content to platforms like YouTube have
the option to “monetize” their content through advertising. They are,
in effect, selling the solutions or knowledge they provide other users.
In fact, technical forums also display a number of advertisements
throughout their sites, and realize a return on effort put into the forums
through the advertising revenue they generate. Content may be free, but
there is still a cost associated with access to it. And while some argue
that it is perfectly acceptable (see Anderson, 2009), others suggest the
current model is wholly unethical (see Lanier, 2014).
But is there an ethical question in terms of item-to-item collaborative
filtering? Should the users be made aware that their actions get fed into
a recommendation algorithm to help the mechanism perform better? In
such a situation, perhaps it is crowdsourcing that is the more ethical of
the two approaches. After all, crowdsourcing requires as its foundation,
that the user understand the goals and rewards for any effort put forth.
In collaborative filtering, however, users do not necessarily know the
affect they have on outcomes for either themselves or other users. After
all, not only are they affecting the results they get, but they are also
affecting the results that you or I get as well. What if the information
to be communicated was direly important? What if the consequences
of finding the right information were a matter of life or death? How
important would it be for users to know their place within the algorithm;
to know that their decisions affect the outcome of other people’s search
for information?
These questions are not easily answered, but they do need to be asked
and discussed before these types of mechanism are put into place
in information communication settings. It is really only a matter of
time before a mechanism as described here is created, after all, so
confronting the ethical dilemmas well ahead of time would certainly
create more ethical mechanisms later.
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ABSTRACT
Our daily activities now heavily rely on data, and sometimes are
even controlled by them. Integrating InfoVis into people’s daily
lives can help them to access, explore, understand, and utilize the
vast variance of data. This paper aims to explore and discuss the
idea exchange between the traditional domain of industrial design
and the novel field of InfoVis. There are three potential approaches.
Extending InfoVis into a product design can fill up the small screen
on the product and make the product more user friendly. Appling
the 3D form of industrial design to InfoVis can bring it to the
physical world and enhance the information qualify in our lives.
We also argue that there could be a harmonious combination of
industrial design and InfoVis that integrate the benefits from both.
To understand this hybrid domain, we introduce some preliminary
research explorations that covers both the industrial design
and InfoVis, along with our education practices, including our
assessment framework, research outcomes, education approaches,
and student design projects.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 Information Systems: General

General Terms
Design, Human Factors

Keywords
Information visualization (InfoVis), industrial design, visualization excellence, ambient information display

INTRODUCTION
We are now in the big data era. Its “bigness” is about the volume,
velocity, variety, and also the coverage. The data are created not
only from business using information technology (e.g., e-mails
and transaction logs, but also from people’s daily lives almost
everywhere at any time. In our lives, many natural phenomena have
been converted into data. Consider, for example, the temperatures
of a day are a series of numbers with fixed time intervals (e.g., by
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page.
Symposium on Communicating Complex Information, February 23–24,
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hour); weather information is categorical data (e.g., rain, overcast,
clear) with possibilities; health information is a multidimensional
data set containing several numerical indicators, such as height,
weight, BMI (body mass index), blood pressure, blood-sugar level,
and heartbeat rate. The drive from home to office can be recorded
as pairs of longitude and latitude values with time stamps. Our
daily activities now heavily rely on these data, and sometimes are
even controlled by them.
With advanced technologies, we are collecting data more frequently
with higher accuracy and from many sources. In academia research
and business practice, information visualization (InfoVis) has been
approved as an effective means to communicate large volumes of
data by taking advantage of the broad information pathway of the
human perception system (Thomas & Cook, 2005). We believe that
by integrating InfoVis into people’s daily lives, we can help people
to access, explore, understand, and utilize the vast variance of data,
leading them to better life quality and experience.
The domain of industrial design was defined in 1919. Working in a
range of industries, industrial designers combine art, business, and
engineering to make products and improve systems that people use
every day. “Industrial designers play a significant role in today’s
innovation economy, and they bring a creative lens to approach
complex problems or challenges,” said NEA (National Endowment
for the Arts) Senior Deputy Chairman Joan Shigekawa (Gifford,
2013). Nowadays, with the increasing popularity and variety of
electronic products, industrial design starts to overlap into the fields
of user-interface design, graphics design, information design, and
interaction design.
This paper aims to investigate communication between the
traditional domain of industrial design and the novel field of
InfoVis. This communication has two directions. How can we
extend InfoVis into a product design to make it more user friendly
and enhance user experience and user awareness? How can we
inform InfoVis using the 3D form of product design to make InfoVis
enter the physical world? Is there a harmonious combination? I will
introduce some preliminary research explorations that covers both
the product design and InfoVis, along with our education practices,
including our assessment framework, research outcomes, and
student design projects.

VISUAL EXCELLENCE AND DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
There have been different perspectives to guide, access, and discuss

the qualities of design projects in different design domains. It is
necessary to review these criteria of good designs in both InfoVis
and industrial design domains.
Research in InfoVis covers both design and computing. In computer
science and computer engineering, InfoVis has been established
(e.g., Meirelles, 2013; Spence, 2015; Ware, 2012) for years that
includes varieties of design, technique, and algorithm issues for
visually presenting different types of data sets. From the design
perspective, researchers are investing the relation among human
perception, cognition, information, and graphic layout, as well as
the interactive design. Evaluation of InfoVis is complex. We have to
understand the visualization thoroughly, not only by assessing the
visualizations themselves, but also the complex data and information
that the visualization is meant to communicate. Catherine Plaisant
(2009) outlined the challenges existing while evaluating InfoVis
systems. Lam et al. (2012) described seven scenarios of possible
empirical studies. To guide the visual design of info is, Edward
Tufte published a series of books (Tufte, 1990, 2006; Tufte & Weise
Moeller, 1997) that originated from the statistics, and they turned
out to be the most significant contributions to the information
graphics (infographics) design domain. Tufte (1990)mproposed
the principles of “graphical excellence”. Based on such principles,
Al Globus proposed the concept of “visualization excellence.” He
slices it into four layers (Globus, 1994):
•

Consist of complex ideas communicated with clarity, precision,
and efficiency;

•

Provide viewers with the greatest number of ideas in the
shortest time with the least ink in the smallest space;

•

Always be multivariate;

•

Require telling the truth about the data.

Globus set the design goals of visualization as “content focus,
comparison rather than mere description, integrity, high resolution,
utilization of class designs and concepts proven by time” (Globus,
1994).
Researchers in InfoVis and HCI (Human Computer Interaction)
tried to bring InfoVis into the daily lives of humans by developing
an ambient information display. Wisneski et al. (1998) tried to turn
an architectural space into an interface to let people access digital
information. They tried to go beyond the small rectangular computer
display. Information is presented through subtle changes in light,
sound, and movement to achieve awareness in the background.
Skog et al. (2003) converted the traditional scientific information
visualization display into a more aesthetic appealing device,
but keeping it effective in communicating useful information.
Pousman and Stasko (2006) synthesized the design patterns toward
four different types of ambient information systems, including
symbolic sculptural display, multiple-information consolidators,
information monitor display, and high throughput textural display.
System developers can use these patterns to model their system
designs. Focusing on infographics design, Connie Malamed started
from human cognition and listed the six principles (Malamed,
2011), such as organizing information for perception, emphasizing
on visual cues to direct the eyes, providing context to make the
abstract concrete, remain with the structure to clarify complexity,
and charging up the graphics with emotional elements and
innovations.
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In the domain of industrial design, Dieter Rams proposed 10
principles of “good design” in the 1970s, such as being innovative,
useful, aesthetic, and understandable, to evaluate quality of
product design (Wise & Newcomer, 2011). Donald Norman (2002)
suggested design principles for understandability and usability:
provide a good conceptual model, make things visible, ensure
cognitive mapping, and provide immediate feedback. John Maeda
(2006) offers ten laws for balancing simplicity and complexity in
business, technology, and design -- guidelines for needing less and
actually getting more.
Product design also emphasizes the understanding of materials
and the manufacturing process. A good product design is not
only successful in terms of its form and functionality, but also in
a smooth integration of materials usage and easy manufacture.
Furthermore, the concept of “affordance” was first introduced by
Don Norman (1988) from psychology theories to the industrial
design field. It is now widely adopted by different design societies,
such as in architecture (Şahin, Çakmak, Doğar, Uğur, & Üçoluk,
2007), robot control design (Maier, Fadel, & Battisto, 2009), and
user-experience design (Forlizzi & Battarbee, 2004). Affordance
provides strong clues on how to use an object, and it can be
instructive to guide the design.
No established literature for connecting industrial design with
InfoVis is presently available. By adopting the above theorized
principles, we create our own heuristic assessment framework to
guide and evaluate this type of hybrid design.
1.

Understandable: The appearance of design clearly expresses
its functions or meanings. There should be little concern
about its affordance. Especially when InfoVis becomes a
physical object, little room is available for adding legend or
explanation.

2.

Direct the eyes: Emphasize human visual perception, and
consider the position, movement, size, and other visual cues
in the design.

3.

Visualization excellence: Communicate
information accurately and efficiently.

4.

Reduce realism: Be simple; consider issues of visual noise,
silhouettes, line art, and quantity.

5.

Aesthetic and elegant: Concentrate on the essential aspects;
only well-executed objects can be beautiful.

6.

True and honest: Tell only the truth and limits.

7.

Innovative and exciting: Charge up design with emotional
salience, narratives, metaphors, novelty, and even humor.

8.

Concrete: Provide overview, time line, and other supporting
information, if possible.

9.

Harmonious integration: Naturally combine the physical
form and the digital information as a consistent unit.

multivariate

OUR EDUCATION APPROACH
In the educative exploration of integrating InfoVis into traditional
product design, we made four kinds of efforts:
(1) Understand human visual perception and models of visual
information processing. “Vision is not a mechanical recording
of elements, but rather the apprehension of significant structural
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patterns” (Arnheim, 2004), We introduced perception issues in the
graduate course of “Cognition in Design,”. Through study eye’s
structure, students can understand basic perception phenomena,
such as we see things differently in the daytime than at night. They
learn from concepts of visual field, eye movements, color theories,
gestalt laws, to different scenarios that can cause illusion. We also
discuss the most recent technologies related to vision, such as eyetracker equipment’s such as Tobii Glasses (Tobii, 2013). Based
on such scientific and technique knowledge, students start to make
send of why Malamed’s six cognition design principles (2011) is
important and useful.
(2) Learn and identify different visualization techniques. We offer
the “information visualization design” course to our industrial
design students. Different from computer science departments,
the InfoVis course we offered focuses on the design perspective
of visualization. According to the structure and data and relations
of data items, data can be categorized into different types, such
as un-structured text, multi-dimensional data, tree and network
relation data, temporal data, and geospatial data. In real word,
the data may carry multiple characteristics. The design has to fit
for the characteristics of the data. For each type of data, students
have developed several visualization designs. After digesting
existing visualization methods, the students have to integrate and
enhance these visualization methods to make more creative and
effective visualization projects. Not only limited on regular screen
monitors, mobile visualization and large-screen visualization are
also discussed in the course. Through discussion, students see the
potentials and limitations of existing system examples.
Design students typically lack programming skills. It is challenging
for them to program interactive visualization systems solely by
themselves. We tried to use existing InfoVis tools, such as Tableau
and ManyEyes, to make their exploration and creation possible. We
also tried to set up teams to let our design students collaborate with
computer science students so that our design students can see their
design in action. Their final projects were presented to a public
audience in an InfoVis exhibition installed in the gallery.
(3) Emphasize on creativity and build up confidence to express a
designer’s unique merit, comparing to professionals in other areas
such as computer science. Since 2011, we have integrated interaction
design evaluation in the product-design process (Qian & Visser,
2011). Students were equipped with six evaluation methods. Instead
of observing, they started to review other design projects as rational
critics. Before they can not only recognize that one design is good
or bad using their instinct. Now they can describe and analyse why
it is good or bad based on definite reasons, such as that its features
solve a crucial design requirement in the heuristics evaluation,
or that the innovation matches user experience according to the
observation. More importantly, as a designer, they can provide
feasible solutions to improve the original design without damage
the core value of the design.
(4) Gain more InfoVis design experience by participating in the
InfoVis design competitions and real projects in a collaborative
team environment. We started leading some students to attend
InfoVis and interaction competitions, such as IEEE VAST (Visual
Analytics Science and Technology) design challenges since 2012.
In 2013, we won the only two “creative design awards” in the 2013
VAST challenge on designing a large information display for a
cyber-security control room (Chang et al., 2013; Promann et al.,
2013). Such experience built up students’ confidence and opened
up their vision of InfoVis and industrial design.
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InfoVis Display on Products
Many products are equipped with digital display screens. These
screens are usually small due to the limitation of the overall size,
shape, functions, and the cost of the products. Comparing with these
screens, mobile phones are much more powerful on computational
power and much bigger on the screen size. These screens provide
basic functions that allow the user to read and interact with the
dynamic information provided by the product. However, problems
still exist. Current advances in technology are able to produce
hardware powerful enough to store a large quantity of information
within tiny and inexpensive chip sets. But the interaction design
and InfoVis design are far from satisfactory to allow users to see,
recognize, and use the large amount of information.
As an example, for a blood-glucose monitoring device, it will
be beneficial for the user to see pre-recorded data, including the
overall history and details of each period (e.g., after each meal),
and make predictions for future trends. However, on the current
market we can hardly see any household device to provide such
a capability. Even if one does allows the user to retrieve pervious
data, the interaction is so complex that almost nobody can navigate
through the functions. A proper visualization and interaction design
can help the user access, see, and use these data. Thus we can make
the user aware of the situation, guide the user to operate product,
and achieve optimal results.
Previously, our industrial design student works have many nicely
done product renderings with beautify 3D forms, but with black
screens (Fig. 1). They lack the understanding of functions, the
operation flow, and the information structures. They are afraid or
unable to design the interface, not even mentioning to visualize
the information collected in the product. Most often, the gap was
left for later engineering and been filled by engineers or computer
programmers. Although the product function has been satisfied, the
detailed user interaction and experience has not been considered,
which often leads to poor user experience that greatly limits usage
of the product.
How can we present complicated information on various and small
screens? Iconic visualization provides us a feasible solution that can
naturally fit into the small screen of a product. Also, approaches
from mobile phone information visualization are inspiring.

Figure 1. Good product design renderings with black screens
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Iconic visualization uses small glyphs and icons to represent
information and data values. The icon is a readable symbolic
representation that shows essential characteristics or features of a
data domain (Post, Post, Van Walsum, & Silver, 1995). The main
purpose of iconic visualization is to replace the data with a symbolic
representation that is clear, compact, faithful, and meaningful. As
a 2D graphic, icons encode information through three groups of
features: spatial features such as position and orientation; geometric
features such as shapes; and descriptive features such as color,
texture, and transparency. Combine these together, an icon can be
used to represent simple multidimensional data.
By grouping several small icons together, we find it possible to
communicate complex information. Based on the nature of human
perception that a human is most sensitive to human face, Chernoff
(1973) designed a set of cartoon human faces to display up to
18 variables (dimensions) of data. Although a later study shows
that Chernoff face feature perception is a serial process and is not
pre-attentive. But it stills inspire our designers that we can encode
complex information using human familiar graphical glyphs.
Benard Kerr’s Thread Arts (2003) visualized the relationship
among e-mails using connected arcs within a tiny visual panel.
Using a space like a tool bar in the menu area, the user can see the
email reply/forward relations among threads. Adopt these compact
yet efficient visualization methods, we can display sufficient
information within the small screen on a product. Due to cost
reason, many products use mono-LCDs as the display units. Shapecoded icons, due to their compact form, have been widely used
in such displays. For example, clouds/raindrops/snowflakes are
standard icons to display weather information on almost all digital
weather stations. Ward synthesized a set of principles for designing
multivariate data glyphs(Ward, 2008)
Smart phones open up new possibilities for user-interface design.
Powerful graphic hardware make it possible to apply a 3-D user
interface on a mobile device to run the complicated interactions
of drop-down, catching, and peeling (Capin, Pulli, & AkenineMoller, 2008). Luca Chittaro (2006) outlines six steps to guide
mobile visualization design: mapping (encode data into graphics),
selection (filter out unnecessary data), presentation (lay out
design), interaction design, human-factor consideration, and
outcome evaluation. Focusing on design, Apples’ IOS and iPhone
has become one of the current mobile interface leaders. IPhone
allows users to look over material adjacent in space rather than the

traditional approach of stacking materials in time, which provide an
elegant solution for the design problem of small screens by greatly
intensifying the information resolution of each displayed page.
(Tufte, 2008).
Here I present four student designs with InfoVis in the small displays
collected from our design courses: a GE health-care medicinal
injection device (Fig. 2a), an Electrolux futuristic intelligent cooker
(Fig. 2b), a GE health-care exercise reminding device (Fig. 2c),
and a futuristic weather forecaster sticker (Fig. 2d). These products
all have integrated small display screens to communicate essential
data to the user. These data are in different types.
a.

GE health-care multiple sclerosis medicine injection device:
It is crucial to remember when and where to take the medicinal injections accurately every day. But for a multiple sclerosis patient, it is challenging. It will be ideal if the injection
device can be reminder of injection. The injection history
of locations, times, and amounts should be clearly recorded
and represented. To address this issue, the student integrates
both the body map and calendar as visualizations in the small
screen. According to our heuristics, understanding injection
locations on the simplified body map is easy. The colored
dots draw a user’s attention to read the location carefully, and
the overall interface is clean to read.

b.

Electrolux futuristic cooker: The cooker-embedded cooking
guide is visualized using graphic bars in the interface.
Cooking mode, strength, cooking time, and other related data
are displayed in the small screen. The curved display window
and the blue graphic in the screen naturally integrate smoothly
into the product.

c.

GE health-care physical exercise reminder: The exercise
reminder serves as a personal workout manager and
communicator. The screen is the central intelligent
component. Through displaying the tracked activity history,
upcoming exercise events, and results through exercise, the
device motivates the user exercise and using the product. It
effectively used the small screen space to display multiple
pages of information through a circular graph, which is good
evidence of “visualization excellence.” This design avoids
the popular touch-screen interaction. Instead, it uses simple
flip interaction on the blue ring to emphasize the circular
affordance.

d.

Weather forecaster sticker: Using a transparent, flexible
touch screen, weather information is visualized and merged
in the surrounding environment (Fig. 2d): Samsung officially
launched its YOUM bendable display screen in January 2013
(OLED, 2012). Inspired by this futuristic material, one student
created a transparent sticker to visualize calendar, incoming
messages, and a future weather. The overall view is pretty
simple, but all the weather information of the future seven
days has been elegantly integrated in the right graph and
background images. The user can stick it with any surface.
The transparent material hides the product itself but blend the
beautiful graphical information on the surface.

AUDIENCE–CENTERED DATA
SCULPTURE
Figure 2. Information visualizations on small product screens
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Data visualization doesn’t necessarily need to be flat or screenbased. We have also explored other methods to communicate
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the message carried by the data. Physical visualization is a
growing form of information visualization. With the rise of 3D
fabrication such as 3D printing, the resurgence of maker culture,
and the possibilities of shape-changing representations, physical
visualization is becoming more possible, more popular, and more
promising. Since 2010, a new trend of building data sculptures
has appeared in the fine arts society (Dragicevic & Jansen, 2014;
Fischer, 2011; Miebach, 2011).
We are interested in exploring the different physical visualizations
offered in comparison to screen-based representations, alongside
how industrial designers can present the data in different physical
ways. Focused on the user-centered approach, industrial designers
naturally read data from a 3D perspective. They are more familiar
with the materials and fabrication process. Instead of presenting the
data in an ambient approach as artists do, they tend to enrich the data
sculptures according to visualization excellence of “communicating
with clarity, precision, and efficiency.” We integrate this design goal
into our education through an information-design graduate course.
This course is different from the typical InfoVis courses offered by
computer science and computer engineering curricula that are focus
on algorithms and techniques for different data. We focus more on
the design and user experience side of visualization to communicate
the message from varies types of data. Students were expected
to be faithful to the data, communicate the message, and, more
importantly, innovative and beautiful. Design students typically
lack programming skills. To let students read and make sense of
the data, we utilize existing InfoVis tools (e.g. Tableau (Tableau
Software, n.d.) ) to make their exploration and creation possible.
After understanding the data, the students use their creativity and
design skills try anything possible in their minds to create the data
sculpture. The final outcomes were presented to the public audience
in a public gallery exhibition at Purdue University.
a.

from an objective perspective. The wood branch sculpture
compares the suicide rates between Japan and United States
during the past decade. The student-selected symbolic objects
(cherry flowers and stars) are selected to represent the two
countries. The left branches with cherry flowers present the
national suicide rates in Japan, and the right side with stars
presents U.S. rates. From the bottom to the top is the history
from 2003 to 2012. Audiences can understand this piece of
work immediately. They can also feel free to compare across
the years or side by side.
b.

The designer of Fig. 3b used a series of fur balls to visualize
the fur industry in 2012. The ball colors imply the types of fur;
the sizes show the market value; and the hanging sequence
shows the hierarchy of the market structure. In each ball, the
designer nested a smaller ball to show the size of the U.S.
market compared with the global market. Audiences were first
attracted by the abstract fox stand. With some explanations
and touch interactions with the balls, they quickly started to
understand more and to discuss the fur types.

c.

The combination of infographic posters and data sculptures
(Fig. 3c) focuses on the topic of World War II. The poster
introduced major events, and the sculptures were trying to
communicate different countries’ human loss data from both
the two military alliances (left side is the Allies, and the right
is the Axis). Each country is represented as an independent
pyramid. Their major leader’s faces during the WW II were
laser-caved on one side of the pyramid. The size of pyramid
shows the overall population before the war, and the empty
gap on the top marked the human loss from 1939 to 1945. All
four sides of the pyramids have been enriched with different
background information about the country’s participation
in WW II. But the audience was impressed most by the
remaining dark gaps on the pyramids, especially in Russia and
Germany.

d.

The designer of Fig. 3d was a baseball fan and wanted to
present the possibilities for an excellent player to enter the
Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, New York. He used
a bunch of baseball bats as the metaphor to demonstrate the
numbers of players in different positions. For the audience,
it is very obvious that the pitcher’s position has the highest
possibility to enter the Hall of Fame, and outfield positions
have more opportunities than infielders do. The catcher has
the lowest potential. The whole sculpture is clean and selfexplainable.

Figure 3a is about the mysteriously high suicide rates in
Japan. It is a sad topic, but the plain data just tell the facts

All of these data sculptures aim to describe facts by visualizing the
abstract data through physical objects. Information was demonstrated
at different detail levels. Although they are not interactive, they
were targeted to be communicative and interpretative in the gallery
settings. We received very high compliments with the two physical
visualization exhibitions in 2011 and 2014.

PRODUCTS AS INFOVIS, INFOVIS AS
PRODUCTS

Figure 3. Data sculptures in gallery exhibitions
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Integrating product design and InfoVis further, product itself could
be a visualization of information, or the visualization could be a
useful product. The size, form, color, and even the vibration and
movement of the product, can all be utilized to communicate
complex information (such as pressure, temperature, frequency,
speed, and popularity) to the user. The information can be immersed
Communication Design Quarterly 3.3 May 2015

in the product, which will lead to smoother user experience without
visually interrupting the user while operating. This new perspective
challenges designers to interpret InfoVis and product design more
innovatively. Below we discuss two levels of such InfoVis-product:
physical components and the whole product.

Both of these two examples show “low-tech” possibilities of how
product components can visualize information. Without fancy
technology, the design still meets the design criteria of being
simple, accurate, concrete, and effective.

Low-tech: Physical Components as InfoVis

We can make information visualization a product. This more
innovative approach is inspired and supported by the modern
developments of ubiquitous computing and ambient information
display. Ubiquitous computing thoroughly integrate information
processing into everyday objects and activities of human (Lyytinen
& Yoo, 2002). It is a post-desktop model of Human-Computer
Interaction. Ambient information displays focus on displaying
information in an environment that does not require the constant
attention of the user (Jones, 2007). They seek to convey information
in the background that the user may wish to be aware of and to
attend to, but it does not require his or her consistent awareness.

First, the InfoVis can leave the digital LED screen and become
a physical component in the product. Here are two examples. In
a washer-dryer project sponsored by Whirlpool, the designers
surveyed thirty washing machine users, aggregated the data, and
ranked the popularity of different washing functions. According to
Fitts’s Law, the time required to move a pointing device to a target
is a function of the distance to the target and its size (Fitts, 1992).
Basically, the closer and larger a target, the faster the user can reach
and click on that target. The top image in Fig. 4 shows applying
Fitts’s law on visualization in the control panel design. The size of a
button depends on how frequently it will be used. For example, the
buttons on the right side are more frequently clicked than those on
the left side. Although the circular time display screen is off-center
of the menu circle, the affordance of these buttons is clear.
Figure 4b is a flower pot to grow vegetables outside of a window.
Without opening the window, it is hard to tell if the soil is too dry or
the outside temperature is too low. The designer ties this essential
information with the growth of vegetables. The display of the soil’s
moisture level and temperature escapes from a digital screen, but
appears as an indicator tag on the outside pot.

Figure 4. Examples of Visualizations as Physical Parts of
Products
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InfoVis Product

Integrating ubiquitous computing with ambient information
display provides a feasible way for us to design InfoVis product.
Such product can transparently immerse technology and convey
information in a smooth and natural way. In the 2012 product
design graduate course, I assigned the students one project to

Figure 5. Examples of InfoVis Becomes Physical Products
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create a “transparent design” (Wren & Reynolds, 2002) for
weather forecasting. The product should be immersed in our living
environment and effectively communicate all necessary weather
information.
In the design shown in Fig. 5a, the openness, and ring colors of
flakes forecast future seven days about each day’s humidity
and temperature. With a glance, the user can quickly aware the
condition of the next week, dry, wet, cold, or hot. The detailed data
of today, including current and hourly temperature and weather,
are projected to the canter egg-shaped glass as bar charts and noted
with accurate numbers.

exchanging ideas with them will foster creativity and innovations.
Products can be amplified by nicely designed InfoVis components.
InfoVis can enter the physical world with a wider audience group as a
result of different usages. Furthermore, InfoVis can be transparently
integrated into products. We proposed a heuristic framework to
review and access the interdisciplinary design domain based on
other established design principles. With some student projects, we
are able to discuss and introduce this new perspective. Working in
this interdisciplinary area, we and our students are excited to see
the much-expanded possibilities; we are thus motivated to explore
more.

The tabletop Zen garden in Fig. 5b is another weather forecaster
design. Weather data of temperatures and humidity are displayed
using ancient artistic handwriting. Using the rake to move stones
and sand in the garden is the interaction to query different kinds of
weather information. The product itself mimic the zen garden to
imitate the intimate essence of nature. Playing with rake and rock
becomes an enjoyable moment to make the garden a soothing tool
for the user to gain peacefulness from his or her busy life.
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ABSTRACT
Though usability is a must for all new applications, small
organizations often lag behind in this area. This trend is frequently
posed as a resource problem: User Experience design (UX) teams,
usability testing software, and professional web developers are
typically lacking in cash-strapped small businesses, non-profits,
and educational institutions, so creating cutting-edge designs may
seem impossible. We propose that what is lacking in these settings
is actually knowledge of effective design workflows, however, not
resources. What is lacking is a sound understanding of UX and an
effective means of mobilizing existing resources. Based on a case
study of a redesign process for a mobile application, we present
evidence that all organizations can build awesome applications if
they simply learn how to better manage their design processes.

Toward this end, we present below a workflow deployed in just two
weeks to help a startup (http://yillio.com) improve the usability of
their mobile application:
•

Discovering the Issues

•

Segmenting Users

•

Prototyping

•

Usability Testing

We intend this workflow to be of use to technical and professional
communicators of all stripes, from those working as consultants for
startups to those testing their own websites and mobile applications.
Our overall intent is to demystify the UX process and to explain its
power for improving web applications of all kinds.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 Information Systems: General

General Terms
Design, Human Factors

Keywords
UX, Mobile, Project Management, Usability, Lean

INTRODUCTION
Through our broader social network, we were approached by the
team behind the route-finding application Yillio to help improve
their mobile onboarding strategy. As recently advanced by a variety
of industry thought leaders, mobile onboarding can be defined as
the process of engaging mobile users to ensure that they become
regular users of a given application (Even, 2014; Gutman, 2013;
Satia, 2014; Yadav, 2012). In the competitive app marketplace,
it’s essential to distinguish your application by providing potential
users with a clear value proposition that differentiates you from the
competition. Ease-of-use is also one of the main benchmarks for
whether initial users become regular users.
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DISCOVERING THE ISSUES
We began our UX process by completing a preliminary analysis
of Yillio, including how it compared to other top route-finding
mobile apps like Google Maps and Apple Maps. At the outset, we
discovered potential confusion as to the purpose of Yillio. Was it a
route-finding application? Or a means to search for local businesses
along the lines of the now defunct Google Local (see Figure 1)?
Some other issues that we ran into included presenting users with
too many options, the use of potentially confusing terminology, and
sequencing issues. Though giving users choices is important, you
don’t want to overwhelm them or provide them with unnecessary
actions or actions that don’t signal clear consequences, or they’re
already on to another download.
To solve the identified issues, and to craft a truly engaging user
experience for Yillio, we recommended user testing the current
version of Yillio with a wide range of user types (different ages,
experience levels with technology, types of deals users are looking
for, etc.). Called “customer segmentation,” breaking test users into
demographic sub-groups allows UX designers to test the reactions
of particular kinds of customers to simple tasks. These tasks
should match the value proposition of the application. For Yillio,
we identified such tasks as picking a destination and finding the
cheapest gas along a pre-chosen route, and finding a place to stop
for coffee midway through a pre-chosen route. Using simple tasks
to test with particular customer segments ensures a consistent and
engaging user experience for the most users possible.

and want to look for a wide variety of deals. We recruited three
users for this segment from the English department at East Carolina
University by asking them the following questions:
1.

Are you 25 to 35 years old?

2.

Do you own a smartphone?

3.

Do you use your smartphone on a daily basis?

4.

Are you interested in learning more about how to find deals
with your smartphone?

The three users we were able to recruit with this protocol helped us
immensely in thinking about the value proposition Yillio presents
to users. Before we could uncover these insights, we had to mockup
a quick prototype to test with.

PROTOTYPING
As Hurff (2014) has argued, the “static mockups favored in our
past are no longer good enough.” The world of mobile requires
UX designers to think on their feet and to create prototypes that
are simpler and easier to build. Thinkers like Hurff (2014) call this
newer process “rapid prototyping”:
Rapid prototyping’s primary purpose is to focus your already
limited time. You’re cutting out fluff, tangents, and feature-creep
to bring to life a very specific use case or workflow. Your job is to
identify that:
Figure 1. Screenshot of Google Local interface

SEGMENTING USERS
Once you have identified customer segments, it is important to test
with at least one user from each segment. Nielsen (2000) advocates
testing with at least three users per segment to ensure that trends you
identify in each segment are statistically significant. Because we
agree with this strategy, and because we envisioned our engagement
with Yillio as the initial stage of a longer UX project, we decided
to work with one segment for our first round of testing: 25-to-35year-old smartphone users who use their phones on a daily basis

Figure 2. Screenshot from new Yillio prototype for route
interface
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Figure 3. Screenshot from new Yillio prototype for route planning
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•

You’re building the right thing.

•

This piece of your product solves the right problem.

•

This interaction is something your team is capable of building
within a reasonable timeframe.

Like many designers, we chose a tool (http://uxpin.com/) that
enabled us to quickly build out a clickable prototype for a redesign
of Yillio that we hoped would solve issues we had uncovered in our
preliminary analysis (see Figures 2 and 3 below).

USABILITY TESTING
Since our initial analysis led us to believe that a simple redesign
might solve the usability issues we had uncovered, we decided
to employ a method known as A/B testing. As Nielsen (2005)
contends, testing two different designs against each other can
help UX designers uncover which design tests best for a given
customer segment, or if different elements of each design test best.
As we expected, our prototype far outperformed the existing Yillio
application in all aspects. Preliminarily, we think this is due to two
screens from the existing app (see Figures 4 and 5 below).
As we predicted in our initial analysis, these two screens appear to
give users too many complex choices for a mobile application.
We believe a screen more like our prototype for route finding (see
Figure 3 above) will allow users to more easily plot routes, add

Figure 5. Problematic screen 2

destinations, and navigate to them, without getting overwhelmed
by available choices. Our preliminary testing appeared to support
this hypothesis. Our prototype had a 100% success rate for all
tasks, compared with 40% for the existing app. This means that
when asked to complete tasks, users were able to do so with little
to no difficulty for our prototype. The difference in success rate is
also completely due to tasks associated with route finding, which
supports our findings that Yillio needs to do better on these core
features.

CONCLUSION
We present this workflow as a UX process that is mindful of
many of the issues we have discussed above, including lack of
a dedicated UX or development team. With this simple process,
many technical and professional communicators could run UX
projects on a variety of applications, both mobile and desktop. Each
stage of the workflow will thus be repeatable for many different
kinds of projects.
Discovering issues with the application, for instance, enabled us to
frame a UX process that would help solve those issues. Segmenting
users enabled us to quickly locate test users that would help us
uncover compelling insights. Prototyping enabled us to quickly
mockup a simple redesign that we thought might solve issues
uncovered during our preliminary analysis. Usability testing helped
test this hypothesis with real, live users.
Figure 4. Problematic screen 1
Communication Design Quarterly 3.3 May 2015
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Ultimately, we present this workflow less as a linear process and
more as a set of heuristics for other researchers and designers who
are tired of dealing with out-dated content, terrible designs, and
a general despair regarding applications that they use on a daily
basis. We hope we have demonstrated that anyone who is invested
in effective communication and digital technology can help design
better applications. In our own case, we are not finished helping
Yillio, but hope depicting our journey thus far will help others and
will fuel their desire to help build awesome applications.
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ABSTRACT
In technical communication education, design is often narrowly
and essentially framed as execution of features. This approach
fails to account for the innovative phase of user research, the
iterative design process, and contextual factors such as workflow
and governance. Inspired by Alan Cooper’s Goal-Directed Design
(2014), this paper advocates for a “design strategy” approach to
the practice and pedagogy of design in technical communication.
In particular, it calls for treating design as a process of research,
discovery, prototyping, execution, and evaluation. This design
process must strategically serve organizational objectives and user
goals.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 Information Systems: General

General Terms
Documentation, Design, Economics, Human Factors

Keywords
Design, design strategy, design research, user experience, user
goals

INTRODUCTION
Design is central to communication in technical, scientific, and
professional settings. Technical communicators create, research,
present, and evaluate information that is complex in purpose, users,
content, media, and contexts of use. Designing communication
ought to answer to business objectives of the designer and goals of
the user. However, in technical communication education, design
is often approached at a tactical level, focusing primarily on the
execution of features. This paper analyzes problems and limits in
the existing approach to teaching design, and presents an approach
that uses a clearly defined design strategy and iterative process to
achieve business objectives and user goals.
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DESIGN IN TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION EDUCATION
In technical communication education, design is often narrowly
defined as an activity of putting content on medium in a tangible
format. Most programs offer design courses titled “document
design” or “information design.” They are often taught as “feature
design.” Some focus on design elements such as typography,
graphics, and color; some focus on genres such as brochures, maps,
and websites; some focus on learning software tools such as Adobe
InDesign and Photoshop. I have asked students what “design” means
to them. The most common answers were the following: visual
design, graphic design, websites, and creativity. This is a result
of a design approach that leans strongly toward the tactical level,
primarily focusing on execution. Students do not often think about
what it is that we are executing, who we are executing for, and how
we evaluate effective execution. As a result, we design something
according to our own senses of aesthetics and functionality, while
our users and clients are angry at us.
Many programs and students still treat “communication” as
“writing,” and “design” is seen as a separate activity. While design
is inherent in communication, many struggle to identify themselves
as a designer. This view creates a psychological barrier and limits
students’ competencies and future employability. As Steve Jobs
famously put it: Design is “not just what it looks like and feels
like. Design is how it works” (Walker, 2003). For the most part,
technical communication education is still constrained in the first
part of Jobs’ statement.
In recent years, more emphasis has been placed on users and
usability. However, much of this effort still focuses on usability and
usability testing. It is centered on effectiveness, efficiency, safety,
utility, learnability, and memorability (Rogers, Sharp, and Preece,
2011). This view often places primary emphasis on task analysis
and system validation. Often, it is even guided by a usability metrics
and/or standard usability questionnaire. This narrow view misses
many important qualities and competencies in today’s digital
innovation. It does not often systematically consider business/
organizational objectives of the entity designing and producing the
product. A usable system may come across as boring, undistinctive,
and lacking business value. Product failure is not so much about
how button A fails to bring up page B; it is about how a seemingly
well-groomed product fails to convey its business value to users
and help users accomplish their goals (not just tasks).
Understanding business objectives and user goals involves a
considerable amount of design research, from the beginning of a

design project, throughout the design process, to the final testing
before release. Our current programs often fail to link design
and research. This explains how design is execution-centric and
research is inadequate.
In the following of the paper, I take a “design strategy” approach
based on the Goal-Directed Design principle by Alan Cooper
(2014). I advocate for approaching design as a strategic activity
based upon analyzed business objectives and user goals. I discuss
ways to enrich design curricula in technical communication
education, particularly focusing on existing gaps. I then describe a
course that illustrates a design strategy approach.

DESIGN STRATEGY FOR TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION
Meaningful design means designing for the goals of target users
and the business and organizational objectives of the designer. Alan
Cooper, in his most recent edition of About Face: The Essentials of
Interaction Design, emphasizes the understanding of the “desires,
needs, motivations, and contexts of people using products” and the
“business, technical, and domain opportunities, requirements, and
constraints.” (Cooper et al., 2014, p.3). Unlike art, “design is not
about expressing the designer’s point of view” (Goodwin, 2009,
p.4).
A technical communication program must dedicate a portion of
its curricula to design. This is a timely response to the expansion
of design careers and activities in IT services, digital content, and
interactive marketing industries. From day one, our students ought
to know that they research, analyze, design, write, and evaluate.
Writing and editing are part of content production that isn’t an
isolated task, but is based upon stakeholders and users, guided by a
clear overall strategy, and facilitated by workflow and governance.
There is a broader context of design both internal and external to
the enterprise. This context doesn’t just throw politics to hinder the
design of one’s dreams; instead, design is thoroughly informed by
elements of this context.
A good technical communication program must introduce the
discipline of design. For the moment, let go of the specific kinds
of designs; focus on design itself. Design is applicable to not only
web and print content, but also various types of products, systems,
services, and even experiences. Many technical communicators
are designers at their job; these include but are not limited to user
experience, customer experience, digital design, content strategy,
information design, digital marketing, and service design. With
a skillset in design, students’ employment opportunities are
expansive and varied. Technical communication students ought not
to constrain themselves to content industries.
Design curricula must fulfill the following key elements:
First, designers are researchers (Cooper, et al., 2014). Designers
seek to understand the enterprise’s business model, objective,
and value. How does the enterprise define as a successful product
(increased revenue, memberships, greater popularity, broader
market reach)? Who are involved in the workflow of a product’s
lifecycle? What is the budget? What are some of the most important
competitors? What makes the product distinctive? Designers must
also conduct thorough research on target users. Who are the target
users? What goals do they have? In addition, research involves
examining market analysis, web analytics, customer service data,
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etc. Designers may also look at competitors and their success and
failure. Design curricula ought to teach the method skills associated
with this research phase. Surveys, interviews, contextual inquiry,
ethnographic studies, literature review, content analysis are some
of the most helpful ways to tackle a design problem early on.
Second, designers are strategists. The research on business
objectives and user goals is meant to help identify a design strategy.
This strategy clearly states what it is that we are designing, whom
we design it for, what business objectives to achieve, what user
goals to fulfill, and what qualities we strike to provide through our
product to help achieve these objectives and goals. For instance,
a university website’s strategy may be to provide prospective
students effective content that makes the university look inviting
and inspiring for the university to increase enrollment and for
prospective students to find an excellent place to prepare for
their future. The broad strategy is then transformed into a general
design process blue-print that illustrates the structure of the design
activities that follow, such as personas, scenarios, prototyping,
continuous user research, usability testing, accessibility, etc. The
design strategy insures that wherever the team is, members are
keenly focused on accomplishing analyzed goals.
Third, designers are storytellers. They see user goals not just as
tasks to complete, but as scenarios in life. These scenarios come
from somewhere and are headed somewhere. They come from
motivation, interests, restrictions, etc. They go toward a goal
with identifiable and measurable outcomes. Often a scenario in
life follows the infamous “hero’s journey” identified by Joseph
Campbell (1968). When given the task to create personas and
scenarios, students often fall into the trap of stereotyping. Such
scenarios must be based on valid data that reflects the real target
user population. Scenarios are structured and logical. They are
written from the user’s perspective, in the user’s language, without
any prior knowledge of what the user would not have known.
When designing prototypes and mock-ups, designers frequently
use storyboards. These storyboards illustrate user itineraries as they
interact with a product.
Fourth, designers involve users iteratively at various stages of a
design project. In addition to participating in initial research, users
are recruited to be observed and to offer feedback as they interact
with mock-ups and prototypes. This iterative design process tests
design decisions and analyzes user behavior.

A DESIGN COURSE
The following is a description of an archetype course in Design.
This course takes the design strategy approach and follows a
typical process of human-centered design. I present the outline
of the course, and then articulate pedagogical approaches. This
course frees design from the particular domains and media we
often associate design with. It can then be adapted to various kinds
of design, such as user experience design, information design, and
service design.
Introduction to Design and Design Strategy
Students learn about the discipline, method, and process of
human-centered design. They learn what design strategy is,
how to identify a design problem, how to conduct design
research, and how to devise a design strategy. The following
segments of the course are steps to complete a semester-long
design project from scratch.
Communication Design Quarterly 3.3 May 2015

Design Research
Students inquire business objectives and user goals using
contextual interviews, surveys, ethnographic study, etc.
Deliverable: Design research report

Rogers, Y., & Sharp, H. (2011). Interaction design: Beyond
human-computer interaction (3rd ed.). Chichester, West Sussex, U.K.: Wiley.
Walker, R. (2003, November 30). The guts of a new machine.
New York Times. Retrieved from http://www.nytimes.com.

Strategy and Plan
Given the findings from design research on both business
objectives and user goals, students create a clearly articulated
design strategy and a specific plan that infuses user research
in execution.
Deliverable: Design strategy statement and plan
Prototyping and Execution
As students create and revise prototypes, design evolves into
higher-fidelity forms. Several rounds of user research may be
involved in this process.
Deliverable: user research reports, user research instruments,
prototypes
Evaluation
Students perform a summative usability study to diagnose and
solve final issues.
Deliverable: Final product/prototype, final project report
In addition to these design assignments, I use several ways to
encourage students to be more creative. First, I give students a series
of design challenges throughout the course. Each design challenge
presents a problem and context, and asks for solutions. These are
quick, 30-minute exercises that prompt students to think creatively
and share one another’s creative ideas. Second, I introduce a series
of design methods; some of these methods are broadly applicable,
while others are specific to particular types of situations. These are
done as independent modules in each class session. I find that they
add much to the class and increase variety of classroom activities.

CONCLUSION: TOWARD A DESIGN
STRATEGY APPROACH
When I ask students how they define “rhetoric,” many say that it
means “words,” “persuasion,” or even “empty words.” But through
taking the design strategy approach, most of my students see
“rhetoric” as design that is immediately indispensable in numerous
products and services we enjoy and plenty of rising careers.
Design deserves much more emphasis in technical communication
education. Most importantly, design is to strategically accomplish
goals and convey value.
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ABSTRACT
Digital badges are studied and implemented for a variety of
purposes. Regardless of the specific application, all badges have
one thing in common: they contain explicitly designed information
meant to motivate users. This information is created by the badge’s
developer, transferred using the badge as a vessel, and assimilated
by the user. In other words, badges are devices for communication.
This article examines this communication process within social
environments from three different perspectives—badges as
rewards, feedback mechanisms, and narrative. For each of these
perspectives, this article provides examples and discusses the type
of information that can be communicated as well as the design
considerations required for successful communication.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.0 Information Systems: General

General Terms
Measurement, Performance, Design, Experimentation

Keywords
Digital badging, Education, Learning, Motivation, Goal setting,
Credentials, Assessment, Experimental design, Research design

INTRODUCTION
Digital badging systems are an emerging area of interest within
the academic literature (Grant & Shawgo, 2013), and include both
longstanding systems (e.g., Microsoft’s Xbox Achievements)
and newer initiatives (e.g., Codecademy’s online achievement
system). In a book about badging written for young learners, a
digital badge is described as “an online image that tells people
about a new skill that you’ve learned” (Masura, 2014, p. 9). This
definition works well enough for adults, too, but there are some
complex information design principles buried within this simple
operational definition. For instance, due to their integration of
psychology, design, and communication strategies, badges are
intriguing from the perspective of user interface design (UID),
information architecture (IA), and experience architecture (XA).
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
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We can use specific strategies from these fields to consider badges
as designed systems that lead audiences to and through information
in particular ways.
For example, Morville and Rosenfeld (2002) have discussed the
importance of labeling, organization, navigation, and searching
within the context of online information systems. We can similarly
consider these categories for the analysis of badges in terms of
both design and functionality. Labeling relates to the captioning
or layering of textual information to badges; organization relates to
how the badges are grouped and deployed (e.g., individual versus
tiered); navigation can be used to think about the order in which
badges appear in a system; and searching can be applied to the
visibility of badges and the strategies used by online audiences
to discover and earn new badges. These strategies illustrate the
complexity of designing effective badges within social systems;
while they can seem simplistic, they actually involve a series of
complex decisions about anticipated users and audiences, ideal
interfaces and environments, and appropriate design.
Due to this complexity, a more nuanced approach to understanding
badges within specific informational contexts is needed. This
more nuanced approach also suggests different strategies with
which to conceptualize and understand the function of badges
in information systems. In this paper, we consider three specific
paradigms through which to analyze digital badges within social
environments: feedback, reward, and narrative. Through these three
perspectives, we pay particular attention to badges’ limitations,
their social connections, and the resulting design and user testing
considerations required for effective deployment of digital badges.

THREE PERSPECTIVES ON BADGING
As designed objects within technological systems, digital badges
impact users’ experiences within that system. For example,
depending on their verbiage, imagery, and specific completion
logic, badges can transmit complex information in the form of
rewards, feedback, or narrative. As a result, they rely heavily on
the complex interactions among information architecture, user
experience, and usability.

Badges as Rewards
Badges are frequently considered for their roles as extrinsic
reward systems (Blair, 2012), a designation that can cause
concern due to the negative stigma associated with rewards and
an overall push toward gamification (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, &
Nacke, 2011; Anderson, 2011). In this role, badges are used to

encourage users to enact certain behaviors or meet particular goals.
However, researchers have hypothesized that extrinsic rewards
can be perceived as controllers of behavior, reducing the sense of
autonomy necessary to foster intrinsic motivation—the motivation
to complete a task for the sake of completing the task (Ryan, 1982;
Deci, Koestner, & Ryan, 1999).
The negative effects of reward, however, have not consistently
appeared during experimentation (Cameron & Pierce, 1994). Over
time, the literature has isolated the conditions necessary for these
negative effects, finding that they only seem to occur under very
specific circumstances. A meta-analysis that examined 96 studies
found that rewards only produced negative effects when the rewards
were expected, tangible, and provided for mere completion of a
task (Cameron & Pierce, 1994).
If these conditions are avoided, and badges are embedded effectively
within technological systems and respond to the needs and desires
of the participants in that community, rewards-based badges can be
successful. As previously stated, badges should not be expected or
given solely for task completion. To make badges unexpected, the
criteria for earning each badge should not be displayed to the user
until it has been awarded. Earning the badge is then a surprise for
the user because they could not have foreshadowed its award—they
did not know of its existence. When the criteria are known, users
may then engage in active directed badge seeking with the goal
of obtaining the badge. The task is no longer being completed to
improve the self; the task is being completed to get the badge. The
badge is then awarded, as expected, and the learner may continue
to see which other badges they can earn.
Conversely, when the criteria are unknown, this sort of active
directed seeking is not possible. The user engages in tasks for
their intrinsic benefits, and may or may not be awarded for
something along the way. When users participate in activities
seen as intrinsically rewarding, they may enter a state of flow
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) where they become fully immersed in the
activity or task at hand; the goals and feedback structures, such as
badges, in game environments can influence the possibility of flow
for users (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002). Metaphorically,
with expected badges, the reward is the ice cream we paid good
money to get. With unexpected badges, the reward is a second
cherry on top.
Aside from being unexpected, badges should also be awarded for
reasons that extend beyond task completion. In most situations, an
intrinsic reason already exists for completing a task; it is needed for
career training, learning to use a system, understanding a concept,
connecting to peers, or self-improvement. Providing badges for
completion rewards a user for tasks that hold their own intrinsic
rewards. It is unnecessary. Moreover, the overjustification effect
(Lepper, Greene, & Nisbett, 1973) becomes a concern. This
effect describes the tendency for users to retroactively re-assign
justification to a task. In these scenarios, intrinsic motivation tends
to be undervalued and the extrinsic reward may instead be reassigned as the primary justification. With respect to badges, the
user may perceive that he or she was completing the task to earn
the badge instead of the original intrinsic reason. As a result, the
user is less likely to perform the task in the future if the badge is not
present; users might question why they should perform a task when
the reason for doing it in the past is no longer present.
Instead, when a task is already intrinsically justified, badges may be
useful to create justification for completing a task to an exceptional
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degree. While completion of a task is often intrinsically justified,
the intrinsic value may not be high enough to encourage users to
exert high or sustained levels of effort. In this case, embedding
badges within a larger social network of users may help prompt
participants to contribute in exchange for external recognition
from that network. Consider an Internet forum for exchanging
information on software development. A user interested in the topic
or engaged in the forum community will probably make 100 posts
if he or she continues to visit the forum over time. Now, perhaps
this forum has only a few highly knowledgeable users and a large
population of users who are new to software development. The
forum administrators may want to encourage these expert users to
share their knowledge with the novice members. While making 100
posts may be somewhat guaranteed, expert users may be looking
to expand their own knowledge and thus prioritize communication
with other expert users. However, if the forum administrators
implemented a peer rating system on posts, and then used badges
to reward users that make “100 posts that users have rated helpful,”
exceptionality is rewarded without sacrificing the intrinsic reasons
for posting in general.
Nike’s Nike+ app provides another example of effective
socially embedded badges. This app showcases user design
capitalizing on reputation, group identification, and individual
user status within a larger system (Antin & Churchill, 2011).
The Nike+ Challenge feature allows users to challenge friends
who also use the app to a race, awarding a gold medal to the
winner (and other players receiving a white medal). In digital
badging systems like Nike+, users tap into social networks to
challenge themselves alongside others; as a result, such badging
systems with socially embedded elements may reinforce new
patterns of behavior (e.g., running daily or weekly) as well
as modify habitual behaviors (e.g., challenge a runner to go
faster or further) (Blohm & Leimeister, 2013). This is only one
example of a socially embedded digital badging system that
effectively brings together task completion, visible rewards, and
group identification. As Gibson, Ostashewski, Flintoff, Grant,
and Knight (2013) argued in their analysis of digital badging
systems in social networks, these tools can motivate learners
to engage with online materials and activities, achieve status
and recognition within their network of peers, and offer visual
representations of achievements that can be shared easily with
others in the network and beyond.

Badges as Feedback
While badges are frequently used as reward systems, they can
serve other purposes (Abramovich, Schunn, & Higashi, 2013), like
providing feedback. Feedback is information that is provided to a
learner, meant to enhance their understanding of their performance
or comprehension (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Information is
probably the most critical word in that definition. While rewards
communicate bits of information (e.g., “good job”), feedback
transcends these boundaries by increasing the complexity of the
information. It becomes more than affirmation; it is also constructive.
While the word reward retains a negative stigma, the word feedback
has a more positive connotation. Its strong positive benefits in the
learning process when properly implemented (Hattie & Timperley,
2007) are well known. For example, Kluger and DeNisi (1996)
found that feedback is most effective when elaborating upon
feedback from earlier trials, addressing performance since that
time, and when it is given with a specific focus on recognizing
correct responses.
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Badges that are designed to provide feedback should consider
this information. While merely awarding a badge in response to
positive behavior can be compared to a pat on the back for a job
well done, feedback can be given through careful design of the
completion logic or through a badge’s accompanying description.
For example, incremental badges are a series of badges awarded
for demonstrating increasing levels of mastery on a particular task
(Blair, 2012). When incremental badges are used, the learner is
continuously told when he or she is making progress. These badges
are similar to a hot-or-cold game that only tells the player when she
is getting warmer. Badges are awarded as the learner moves closer
to the goal, signaling improvement since the last badge has been
awarded and building upon earlier feedback.
We also know that goals should be specific and moderately difficult
in order to foster intrinsic motivation (Locke & Latham, 2002).
Incremental achievements are useful for this purpose, fostering
gradual improvement in skill, focusing on small, precise goals and
providing regular positive feedback so that the user receives neither
too much direction nor too little. In the software development
forum example, incremental badges may be used to break down a
task into manageable goals. Badges may be given out for one, 25,
50, 100, 200, and 500 posts rated as helpful, creating several small
and successive goals that acknowledge the user upon completion.
Badge descriptions are also useful for communicating feedback.
Consider a scenario where exceeding a particular proficiency
level requires something that the user may not have considered,
or requires the development of some advanced skill—perhaps an
online multiplayer game or interoperating simulation instances that
allow users to take on the role of a military sniper. In this game,
the user may be unable to improve accuracy at distances greater
than 600 yards without understanding the effects of wind and
gravity. When such required knowledge can be forecasted, it can be
communicated to the learner to guide them toward improvement.
A badge’s description is an excellent candidate for this task: “This
badge was awarded for successfully hitting a target at 550 yards.
Pay attention to your indicators and account for wind and gravity
as you strive to improve beyond 600 yards.”
This sort of communication fulfills several roles. First, it provides
positive feedback, telling the user that a desirable action or
advancement has occurred. Second, it sets a manageable goal:
“Improve beyond 600 yards.” Third, it directs the learner to the
required resources necessary to achieve that goal: “Account for
wind and gravity.” Fourth, it does not provide excessive support;
the user must still study the effects of wind and gravity and commit
them to memory before progressing. Finally, this information is
provided at a relevant time, with relevant context; the information
describes what the user has achieved, what should be achieved
next (also facilitating goal setting), and what must be done in order
to achieve it. In this manner, a simple badge is effectively able to
communicate a time-sensitive complex message with relevance to
context.
Again, the social structure of many systems that incorporate digital
badges is meaningful in the context of feedback-based badges.
Das and LaVoie (2014) argued that social feedback is a major
factor driving online behavior. That is, individual response can be
motivating to a point—for example, one-to-one commentary from
a user to another may drive an individual to change behaviors.
However, social feedback (distributed, often publicly visible, userto-user feedback) can be more strongly motivational, with users
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expending more effort in communities where they receive greater
social feedback (Das & LaVoie, 2014). The user profile in social
networking technologies allows for more formalized reputation
management in and across networked communities; participants
can use badges to find others with similar skills or shared interests
(Gibson, Ostashewski, Flintoff, Grant, & Knight, 2013). Thus
the affordances of the socially networked environment allow for
potentially greater motivation because of the publicly visible user
profile, including badges, that serves as a representation of the
user’s reputation across communities.

Badges as Narratives
We can also understand badges through narrative-based metaphors.
As narratives, badges recount particular user behaviors and
experiences within a framework of plot, character, and environment.
Indeed, an organization’s issuing of a particular badge can be
considered “sending out a challenge” (Masura, 2014, p. 12),
such as a call to action. Once that challenge has been accepted,
performance-based badges speak to a user’s proficiency with a set
of materials (one’s ability to proceed through a plot) while also
potentially bolstering or diminishing ethos (character) and framing
that accomplishment within the context of a larger environment
(level, module, or page). Using a narrative framework for the
design of badging systems allows us to think about the stories that
our products and documents tell our users. Which interactions are
desired, who are the types of users we wish to reward, and how
do we wish to tell these user stories within the broader context of
our application? Or, even more directly, which challenges can we
issue to our users that will create the most compelling dramatic
experiences for them as they strive to meet those challenges?
Herman (2009) explained a fundamental notion in research about
narrative that separates a story from its telling, or a storyworld
from its expression through discourse (see also Bal, 1997). Thus,
any given story might have multiple potential tellings as expressed
through different chronological framings, perspectives, media
conventions, and so forth. We can consider the possible stories
told by a collection of badges as distinct from the actual stories
communicated through their earning by a particular user who has
interacted with the system. Just as one telling of a story through
a novel will look different from that same telling through a film
or video game, so will one story of a user experience differ from
another story of another user’s experience in badge acquisition.
Socially speaking, then, this presents interesting opportunities
given that the adventures undertaken by each badge seeker will
inevitably vary from one another.
This may be true, in fact, even if two or more users acquire exactly
the same set of badges. A number of other variables may influence
the way in which the badges were earned, for example, including
the order in which they were obtained and the particular conditions
under which each badge was unlocked for each user. Well-designed
badges can be earned in a variety of different ways. By thinking
about the collection of badges as a quest pool from which smaller
sub-quests can be undertaken by users, we can conceptualize each
badge as a distinct narrative event or sub-event. Any given event
may or may not be experienced by our story’s hero, or the user of
the system at a particular point in time. Unlike a more traditional
story, however, we may have multiple heroes and heroines acquiring
badges all at the same time, meaning that multiple acts of narration
are occurring simultaneously and multiple stories may be unfolding
concurrently within the system.
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In this sense, badges can be considered examples of what
Sebastian Domsch (2013) termed storyplaying. Drawing from
Bode and Dietrich’s (2013) conception of the future narrative
(FN), storyplaying explores the possibility spaces afforded when
one combines narrative events within an interactive context.
Video games, for example, which often present multiple storyline
possibilities depending on the actions taken by players, are natural
media through which to explore storyplaying and future narratives.
Interactive fiction (e.g., Montfort, 2003) is equally at home in
this medium. In fact, the distinguishing characteristic of a future
narrative is “at least one situation that allows for more than one
continuation” (Domsch, 2013, p. 1). Branching storylines within
video games fit this definition, as do conditional logics within
badging systems that allow opportunities for badges to be earned
through different user behaviors and different operational logics (a
collector logic, for example, requires a thoroughness of exploration
from users, while a exigency logic requires extreme speed).
We can use this notion of badges as stories to consider how we
design and deploy more engaging badges for our users. For
example, under this narrative model, a badge designer has decisions
to make about the type of stories he or she wishes to tell within a
complex information system. At a high level, the entire system
of badges can be considered a metanarrative that communicates
values about the actions and events seemed significant enough to
be called out explicitly through these designed interactions. The
critical plot points, in other words, are made explicit through the
selection of user behaviors which must be undertaken in order for
the badges to be awarded.
Similarly, the actions and behaviors of users speak to the type of
character a designer wishes for her hero or heroine to possess at
the end of the experience. What types of behaviors will be most
evident for a user who has amassed a large collection of badges?
Thoughtful peer reviews and helpful notes on the discussion boards
for other users? Stellar individual performance on exams and other
assessments? Curious exploration of the nooks and crannies of an
information system? The particular conditions that must be met in
order for badges to be awarded again speak to the underlying value
systems at work within the badging system. Badges are awarded to
certain types of users who exhibit certain types of behaviors.
We can also, however, think about storyplaying as a model for
teasing apart the differences between badging stories and more
traditional forms of narratives as found in fiction, film, and theatre.
For example, we might consider character archetypes as one way
to evaluate the particular genre in which we are reading/viewing/
experiencing, but these character archetypes are necessarily more
fluid and dynamic when the storylines can be changed at will by
the actions of a system user. Heroes may turn into villains at the
drop of the hat, or at least antiheros, as rules adapt to the behaviors
of users. This is particularly evident in role-playing video games,
where players may receive some badges for only behaving in
questionable ways (such as picking the pockets of townspeople,
for example). Similarly, well-designed badging systems may
encourage users to branch out from the safe routes and explore a
system in more creative or unusual ways in order to broaden their
chances of acquiring new badges. In this sense, environmental
pressures might be more motivating to our heroes and heroines
than plot events or issues of character. In other words, Joseph
Campbell’s (1949) “call to action” during which the hero is drawn
into the beginning of his or her quest is necessarily complicated by
the interactive possibilities afforded to the storyplaying user.
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The usefulness of this particular conceptualization of badging
as storyplaying is perhaps in the familiarity of story to both
designer and audience. Designers and users alike have both been
exposed to stories from adolescence so the form and function of
storytelling is intuitively natural to both sides. We can use this
familiarity, then, as designers, to think about narrative qualities as
design prompts for our badging systems. For example, we might
think about those questions outlined earlier to consider the issues
of plot, characterization, and environment when designing our
badge systems. We might also think about the dramatic impact
of our badges; is there a sufficiently compelling reason to release
badges at particular points within our design, and, if so, are the
badges designed in such a way to be dramatically compelling and
impactful?

CONCLUSION
Digital badges play critical roles in social environments. As
mechanisms for reward, feedback, and narrative, they can be
informative or persuasive, influencing user behavior or educating
users as they strive to improve knowledge, processes, or abilities.
As these roles and functions are better understood, along with the
resultant design considerations, badges will become important
tools for facilitating the interactions between humans and systems
in social spaces. As they open new lines of communication between
developers and users, well-designed digital badges will enable
more intimate connections. In other words, carefully constructed
digital badges will make social spaces more social.
This paper contributes to this effort by transferring the lessons taught
in the existing literature, from a variety of domains, to badging and
to the social realm. As the field progresses, deeper theoretical and
empirical study will be needed to understand how to build and use
digital badges more effectively—to build better badges.
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